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Abstract. In this article we present the architecture of an m-learning (mobile-learning) environment using Bluetooth as communication technology. We also describe its practical implementation into a technical laboratory where students can access, work and leave at any time. The system incorporates artificial intelligence techniques in order to adapt itself to the characteristics of each user. This strategy allows us to recognize each student, organize his/her work and evaluate his/her results, without educator intervention. Nevertheless, the teacher will be reported about the student activities and will be advised when the situation requires it. The Bluetooth facilities assure good isolation between different classrooms and multiuser wireless connections.
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1 Introduction

Traditional education, where a teacher transmits to their students some knowledge in the classroom, is a very well known communicative process. In the same way that other human situations of communication, teaching and learning are being highly affected by the development of the new technologies of information and communication (TIC). This influence has given rise to the creation of the e-learning concept. Two of the most relevant advantages of this new educational framework are the flexibility and the context adaptation capacity.

It is evident that these features are greatly improved if the potential offered by the wireless communication systems is added (and then the term m-learning is used). Moreover, it is possible to go one step further, integrating also artificial intelligence techniques in order to automate and personalize the learning experience offered to the students, which opens a world of educational possibilities [8].

Among them, this article focuses on the problem of management within a group of students arriving into a laboratory, making practices, getting real time results, asking questions, interacting with the educator -if needed- and leaving at any time. The m-learning environment presented here offers a real solution.
to this challenge. It uses a Bluetooth scheme and takes advantage of this huge potential. The obtained wireless system is agile, trustworthy and dynamic.

Another fundamental question supporting the versatility and effectiveness of this m-learning answer is the characterization and monitoring of its users. A recognition strategy -based on Artificial Intelligence- allows the system to determine the capacities, preferences and availabilities of the students and to adapt its interaction with them in order to optimize its results.

The paper is structured as follows. First, we provide an overview of the current e-learning and m-learning technologies, in order to settle the context of the work presented. Then, we provide some basic information about planning and scheduling and Bluetooth that are, respectively, the artificial intelligence and communication methodologies supporting the m-learning architecture proposed. In order to present that architecture, first we describe the educational environment where we are going to implement it: a technical laboratory. Then the main modules of the architecture itself are described. Lastly, we summarize the main concepts and propose some challenges for future work.

2 E-learning and M-learning

Current e-Learning and Virtual Educations technologies have experienced an increasing research interest thanks to the use of information technologies and the Internet [5]. These technologies have generated a new kind of tools and frameworks that can be used by educators to design, deploy and control courses. Several well known e-Learning standards, such as IMS [4], SCORM [10] or LOM [6], are currently being used to define and develop new adaptive virtual based education tools. These tools support the creation of personalized learning designs (LD). These new designs make possible to reuse and exchange useful information among different platforms. These new tools can be used by educators (and/or course designers) not only to define the contents of a course (i.e. by using the IMS LD specification), but also to create adaptive and personalized learning flows, so that the educational system can monitor and control the whole learning process.

When these systems incorporate wireless elements, as movable telephones, PDAs or laptops, the term m-learning can be used. In this context, many of the fixed systems advantages can be taken. Among them it is possible to be emphasized: the possibility of giving service to many users simultaneously, the capacity to put the contents to disposition of the students at the opportune time and place and the flexibility in the access to any electronic document. According with some authors [11], the wireless communication with movable devices presents some more details that give it a special character. Some of them are: The possibility to use very small time intervals and the need to simplify the contents presentation due to the limited display and input capabilities of the mobile devices. Nevertheless, it is interesting to mention that in mobile learning several problems exist that are not present in e-learning. One of the most important is the hardness to obtain or send printed material.
The earliest application of mobile computers for teachers and learners started at the beginning of the 1970’s at the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center. Nevertheless, the authentic m-learning concept and its technical developing began at the end of the 1990’s. From that moment on the number of mobile devices and its applications are growing faster and faster and today they are more than three times the number of personal computers. Some experts even think that mobile phones are going to be an alternative to PC’s. In this context, m-learning appears like a very valuable investigation and application field.

3 Artificial Intelligence Techniques

The goal of Artificial Intelligence (AI) [7] is to study how to build machines that perform tasks normally performed by human beings. Within the AI field, our work focuses on AI planning and scheduling (AI P&S). These techniques have been applied to solve complex problems in domains such as robotics, logistics or satellites. In this last domain, it has been an special interest in the development of autonomous architectures that can carry out a large number of functions such as planning activities, tracking the spacecraft’s internal hardware, and ensuring correct functioning and repair when possible, without (or little) human intervention. In these new models of operations, the scientists and engineers communicate high-level goals to the spacecraft, these goals are translated into planning and/or scheduling sequences; then a continuous check of the spacecraft status is verified in order to detect any damage and act accordingly.

Then, a planner solves a problem by finding a sequence of actions that transform an initial state into a final state. In order for a planner to solve a problem, it is needed (1) to specify the domain that is composed of a set of operators that allow the planner to go from a defined initial state to a state in which a set of goals is fulfilled, and (2) to describe the initial and goal states. The standard language to specify the domain and the problem is PDDL, now in its 3.0 version [3].

A scheduler organises activities along the time line by taking into account the resources available. One of the main drawbacks in scheduler systems is the lack of a language that allows us to define the deadlines and resource constraints.

Traditionally, both areas have evolved separately of each other. But nowadays applications require more communication between them. It becomes necessary to take into account inside the planning/scheduling reasoning the time at which the plan/schedule will be provided and executed. This is the case of the architecture described in this paper where activities (i.e. units of learning that the students need to follow) should be planned in a period of time (i.e. the student finishes his/her work in 3 weeks) and depending on the results, some tasks should be generated dynamically (i.e. if the work sent is correct, then he/she starts a new unit of learning).
4 Bluetooth

Bluetooth wireless technology is a short-range communications system intended to replace the cables connecting portable or fixed electronic devices. Bluetooth is now the largest radio-based technology after GSM. Currently, consumers specifically recognize the significant technological advancements of Bluetooth in three markets [1]:

- **Mobile phones / Handsets.** Bluetooth-equipped cell phones are rising quickly, with an estimate of 303.7 million units sold worldwide by 2007.
- **Headsets.** The headset trend is becoming the new wearable technology. Industry experts say Bluetooth headsets will also be able to use with iPods switching from music and calls.
- **Automotive Industry.** The Bluetooth applications for cars are being included in newer car models coming out and also being sold as after market kits. The hands free solution as a safety benefit is one of the most demanded options.

Due to the wide adoption of Bluetooth and its quite interesting properties, a lot of effort has been made trying to evolve it beyond the initially envisioned wire replacement function to a large-scale networking technology. Now it is possible to use Bluetooth communications in a multi-user environment like the one found in a classroom or a library while maintaining short connection times and good performance behavior. Also, using artificial intelligence planning techniques, it is possible to handle the communication needs of an m-learning environment in a very efficient manner.

One of the most interesting features of Bluetooth technology in an m-learning environment is its short range of operation: most portable devices have a coverage area of 10 m, rapidly decreasing when obstacles are present (i.e. walls). It means, for instance, that devices inside a classroom are discoverable and can join the network whereas those outside the classroom are not. It makes this technology suitable for context-dependent applications, where two adjacent rooms can be considered two different m-learning cells, perfectly isolated from each other, and users are clearly identified as forming part of one cell or the other.

5 A Simple Scenario

The chosen scenario is a technical laboratory, which constitutes an m-learning cell, where students can enter or leave at any time during a given schedule. They are supposed to carry their own laptop computer with Bluetooth capabilities. The system detects such students and manages profiles and access rights. Once a student is authenticated, the system sends to the laptop the application needed to interact in the m-learning environment, if it is not already installed. The system also sends to the student the appropriate tasks, according to the schedule and the personal situation. The student can send the solved practices back to the system for evaluation which, in turn, gives him/her feedback about
the punctuation obtained, on-line advice on how to proceed if the work done is incomplete or below the minimum required level, or the next task to accomplish if he/she has passed the exam. The student can ask the system for any kind of information about the course, like the practices’ program, their content, groups to join, exam dates, and so on. He/she can also ask for on-line advice or for an appointment with the educator at a later date.

The system also interact with the educator, who can enter his agenda, the programmed practices, support material and so on. The system sends the educator various logs, not only about the performance of the whole system, but also about the work done by every student in the laboratory: number of tries for every practice, punctuation obtained, and time needed to accomplish the work, progress made, and so on.

Apart from presenting statistical data in several fashions, the system is also able to learn about the behaviour of the students, evaluate the difficulties encountered for every task assigned and detect such things like two students presenting similar solutions to the same task. When the system is not able to evaluate the practice presented by the student, it will ask the educator for advice on how to proceed. If the solution proposed by the educator allows the system to go ahead with the evaluation, it will be incorporated to the knowledge database for future use.

6 M-learning Architecture

Figure 1 shows the basic architecture of the m-learning environment. It comprises a Bluetooth communications module, a Server, an integrated Planner and Scheduler (P&S) and an expert system called Evaluator.

The students interact with the m-learning platform by means of a Bluetooth communication system. This system is responsible for: detection of users entering or leaving the m-learning cell, establishment and release of work sessions with these users, and exchange of data between users and the learning environment. It will also manage and optimize in an intelligent manner the communications performance of the m-learning cell. With this intelligent management it is possible to extend the number of simultaneous users of a Bluetooth piconet from 7 to the amount normally found in a laboratory (from 20 to 30 users). At the same time, it also significantly improves the discovery and establishment times of Bluetooth in order to fulfil the real-time needs of the interaction with the users.

The Server will interact with the client application in the user’s laptop using the Bluetooth module. It is responsible for the dialog and transactions with the students, performing all the tasks not requiring intelligence. A user entering the m-learning cell will be authenticated and registered. The basic m-learning application, if not present, will be sent to the student’s laptop, as well as the tasks assigned by the P&S module to the student. It will manage all the requests asked for by the students, sending them to the P&S module or the Evaluator when appropriate. In turn, it is responsible for delivering to the students all the
information coming back from the Evaluator or the P&S module. Eventually, the Server will take care of detecting users leaving the m-learning cell and will update the active users’ database accordingly.

The Server is also the bridge between the educator and the system. All the information about the courses or the practices, as well as the educator’s agenda, the students list or the laboratory groups list is accessed through the Server. Only the information pertaining to the P&S or the Evaluator (domain, constraints, evaluation rules, and so on) will be introduced using the management console module of the Evaluator.

The Evaluator is a dedicated PC platform for automatic evaluation of the practices sent by the students [2]. It comprises three main functional blocks:

- **Practice manager.** It implements an automatic service for delivering and collection of practices, without physical intervention. Periodically checks the registered student database, maintained by the server, seeking for new users in the m-learning cell. For any new user, it looks at the student’s personalized program and sends him the scheduled practices, together with a practice management agent. The agent allows the student, not only to send the solved practice for evaluation, but also to ask for on-line or physical advice about the work to be done, among several other capabilities. It comprises two main modules, the student module and the tutorial module. The former stores the progress made by the student in his or her interaction with the expert system. This information is useful for choosing the next task to be

![Fig. 1. M-learning environment architecture.](image-url)
assigned to a student. The tutorial module is devoted to the course program development and the way the contents are delivered. It controls the progress and sequence of contents, answers the questions raised by the students and detects the kind and level of help they need.

- **Expert system.** Once the student has finished the practice, it is sent for evaluation. In order to do that, the practice management agent delivers the information coming from the student to the expert system which, according to a given set of rules (implementing the evaluation criteria), analyzes the information and reports the qualification obtained. Moreover, it notifies to the student the list of errors found, as well as a series of guidelines in order to improve the student’s experience. All the events all collected by a trouble-tracking system and saved in a database, together with the answers recorded by the teacher through the management console. This database is the learning repository for the expert system, which can afterwards propose more elaborate answers and guidelines, based on the answers of the students and the difficulties found. The expert system has also the potential to detect when the answers sent by two different students are significantly similar, reporting the degree of similarity found and notifying the teacher, who can then send a message to the involved students in order to clarify the situation. The expert system does so thanks to the use of NLP (natural language processing) techniques.

- **Management console.** The teacher has at his or her disposal a complete set of tools for performing on-line administrative tasks and track the activities accomplished by all and every student in real time. Among them, it is worth mentioning: a database compiler, in order to incorporate the expert system database to the report manager; an interactive graphical interface for real-time event monitoring and dialog with the students; a query tool, for definition and incorporation of tasks and evaluation rules; an event-reporting module for interaction with the Planner; and a report generator.

Finally, the P&S module, by means of the IPSS system [9], detects the characteristics of the different students (observing how they use the system). Then, in every case, the way to interact with each one is determined. In this process of mutual interaction two things may be considered: the objective of learning or formation that is wanted to be reached for the students and the resources susceptible to support them. This way of work allows for a complete adaptation to each student (maximizing the effectiveness of the whole process), also offering the possibility of managing user groups. The result is a personalized program for every student. The general course program is the environment and guideline, giving the boundaries (lower and upper) where the individual programs can be dinamically established. The final result obtained student by student gives feedback in order to improve the overall program for the next season.

In addition to the domain defined and the constraints introduced in the P&S module, the information provided by the Evaluator is very important. The personalized program of a given student may be dynamically altered as a result
of the evaluation information. Two students of the same laboratory group may follow similar or very different paths, depending on their own achievements.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have presented a basic m-learning architecture. Bluetooth permits the creation of cells with a classroom scope, allowing for a context-aware approach. The addition of intelligence greatly improves the learning possibilities and the user experience: the Evaluator contributes with an automatic evaluation and feedback methodology and the P&S module improves the system with a student by student approach. This work is just the basic architecture, but offers plenty of opportunities for further research. The management of many adjacent cells, with users roaming between them is one of the issues. Another one is the automatic generation of activities depending on the student’s performance. Finally, the modularity of the system and integration with existing or new e-learning components is another field that offers plenty of potential.
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Abstract. The paper proposes a dialectic approach to exploit discrepancies of viewpoints for learning. The approach is illustrated with an elaborated example. A computational framework of a pedagogical agent capable of interacting with a learner for discussing different viewpoints in the same domain is outlined. The framework employs AI technologies, such as argumentation for defeasible reasoning, situation calculus for contextualized reasoning and dialogue management. The approach can be applied in interactive learning environments to promote awareness, reflection, and conceptual change.
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1 Introduction

The Semantic Web enables the representation of different conceptualisations in the form of ontologies. However, studies show that conceptualisations may differ between tutors and the resources they prepare [1], as well as between a learner and a tutor [2]. Reasons for this variation can be the intended use of each conceptualisation, the background knowledge of tutors and learners, or the incompleteness of domain ontologies. The awareness of alternative views can bring educational benefits by broadening the perspective of learners.

This paper argues that discrepancies in conceptualisations can be handled constructively to enrich the learning experience in educational systems. We outline an approach where a software agent detects discrepancies in conceptual viewpoints of a learner, tutor, and learning resources, and engages in a dialogue to explore similarities and differences between different viewpoints.

The paper reviews existing approaches for dealing with different viewpoints in learning systems and proposes a dialectic approach for handling viewpoints in educational semantic web applications. The proposed approach will be introduced with the help of an example. Then, the architecture of a dialogue agent that explores different viewpoints in a conversation with a learner will be outlined. We will illustrate the use of AI technologies, such as argumentation for...
defeasible reasoning, situation calculus for contextualized reasoning and dialogue management, to exploit viewpoints discrepancies in learning.

2 Using Viewpoints in Learning Systems

The first attempts to deal with viewpoints in learning can be traced back to some of the early Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITSSs). Among these, two notable uses of viewpoints are shown in the systems VIPER [3] and DENISE [4]. In VIPER, viewpoints represent different ways of decomposing a domain and provide different interpretations of domain knowledge. However, viewpoints are fixed in advance and refer only to the domain expertise. In contrast, DENISE [4] focuses on student modelling, and considers that the domain model and the learner model may represent different viewpoints. A formal way for representing viewpoints in ITS is given in [5] where the viewpoint of an agent $a$ is defined as a triple $Va = < Ba, La, Ma >$ with each element being a subset of the agent’s complete belief, logic and meta-logic space, respectively.

While the early ITS research on viewpoints considers different perspectives of the domain and offers representations that distinguish between the tutor’s and learner’s viewpoints, these projects suffer from two key limitations. Firstly, although the students are considered to have alternative views upon the domain, any deviation from the view of the tutor is considered as a bug that needs to be fixed. Secondly, the early ITS systems adopt rather static approaches for dealing with viewpoints, e.g. transmitting the tutor’s viewpoint by telling it to the student and assuming that it will overwrite the student’s own.

More recent approaches followed in collaborative learning systems which enable the discussion and exchange of different points of view among peers. Based on research in Education which advocates the use of argumentation for constructive learning, collaborative learning systems were implemented to enable and encourage the use of argumentation for joined decision making and sharing of knowledge, e.g. [6, 7]. Empirical evidence from the use of these systems suggests that the exchange and challenge of different viewpoints via argumentation motivates the processes of reflection, articulation and conceptual change. Although these systems aim to sharpen the learner’s critical skills, they typically provide very limited analysis of the discussion. They do not model the learners’ beliefs during the interaction and do not provide any automatic support to facilitate articulation and clarification of different views about the domain.

Collaborative learning environments have influenced the design of computational approaches for developing intelligent pedagogical agents that support viewpoint clarification. Despite the notable successes, the existing computational approaches do not fully address the problem of identifying and clarifying viewpoints because they do not explore the context in which the views have been formed and ignore what arguments have led the learner/tutor to form a particular position. Moreover, none of these approaches is SW-compliant, so additional work is required to make them ontology-based and to integrate them in educational SW applications, as illustrated in [2].
Proposed Approach. Building on research in dialogue pedagogical agents, Semantic Web, and argumentation, we propose a dialectic approach for exploiting viewpoint discrepancies for learning. The proposed approach caters for the representation of multiple viewpoints of the same domain, treats discrepancies in conceptualisations between the learner and the agent as triggers for dialogue games that clarify different viewpoints and enables the participants to justify their positions via the use of argumentation thus promoting the processes of reflection and articulation.

3 Illustrative Example

We will illustrate our approach with the help of an example that shows how a pedagogical agent $A$ can be integrated in an educational semantic web system, e.g. an adaptive recommender system like OntoAIMS [2]. The agent $A$ has a domain ontology $\Omega_A$ representing the main concepts and relations in the domain (we will use here the ontology about Programming Languages from one of the instantiations of STyLE-OLM [8]). The agent recognises that its knowledge can be incomplete and engages in a dialogue to explore different viewpoints.

A viewpoint $V$ is defined as a structure $V \equiv < s, p, B, \Gamma >$ where: $s$ denotes the source of the viewpoint (e.g. the learner, the agent, or an existing learning resource), $p$ denotes the position of the viewpoint represented with a proposition (e.g. 'VB is OOL'), $B$ is a set of beliefs of $s$ related to $p$ (e.g. 'All OOL have objects'), and $\Gamma$ is a set of arguments of $s$ supporting the position $p$.

Assume that the learner $L$ is a distance student attending an introductory course on programming languages. She receives most of her learning material online through a list of online resources aiming to enable her to enhance her knowledge on the topic. $L$ comes across a learning resource that states 'Visual Basic is an object-oriented language'. She believes that an object-oriented language (OOL) needs to satisfy the property of encapsulation but she does not know whether Visual Basic (VB) has this property. Further, she is almost sure that she has read somewhere else that Visual Basic is not an object-oriented language. The learner is confused and invokes a discussion with the pedagogical agent $A$ in order to clarify the position she encountered in a resource $R$ with url URI$_1$. The agent $A$ accepts the initiated discussion and starts a viewpoint elicitation game to find out more about the viewpoint expressed in the resource.

(1) $L$: Let us Discuss the statement in Resource: URI$_1$: VB is an OOL.

(2) $A$: What is the explanation given in the Resource URI$_1$ for VB is an OOL?

(3) $L$: The resource URI$_1$ states that VB is an OOL because VB contains Objects.

Based on the above dialogue, the viewpoint $V_R$ of the resource $R$ is derived:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$V_R \equiv$ Viewpoint of resource $R$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source $s_R$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position $p_R$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belief set $B_R$: contain(VB, objects)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argument set $\Gamma_R$:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>datum$_1$: instance_of(VB, OOL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>warrant$_1$: $\forall X: \text{contain}(X, \text{objects}) \Rightarrow \text{instance_of}(X, \text{OOL})$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) $L$: Let us Discuss the statement in Resource: URI$_1$: VB is an OOL.

(2) $A$: What is the explanation given in the Resource URI$_1$ for VB is an OOL?

(3) $L$: The resource URI$_1$ states that VB is an OOL because VB contains Objects.
To find out whether the learner agrees with the viewpoint of the resource, the agent A initiates an *explore viewpoint game*. The interaction continues with:

(4) A: So do you agree that VB includes objects?
(5) L: Yes, I agree that VB includes objects.
(6) A: Do you agree that a PL is OOL because it contains objects?
(7) L: I disagree with this.
(8) A: OK, do you agree that contains objects is necessary for a PL to be OOL?
(9) L: Yes.
(10) A: What other condition is needed for a PL to be OOL?
(11) L: OOL have the property of *encapsulation*.
(12) A: So, you think that IF a PL contains objects AND PL has the property of encapsulation THEN PL is an OOL.
(13) L: Yes, that’s it!
(14) A: Therefore, you think that IF VB has the property of encapsulation THEN VB is an OO Language.
(15) L: Yes.

Initially, A has no information about the viewpoint $V_L$ of the learner apart from assuming that $L$ is confused about $p_R$. In the above dialogue, move (4) checks whether $L$ supports $\Gamma_R : \text{datum}_1$, i.e. the datum in the only argument in $V_L$, while moves (6) and (8) clarify whether $L$ supports $\Gamma_R : \text{warrant}_1$. Following $L$’s dialogue moves, the agent discovers that there is a discrepancy between viewpoints $V_L$ and $V_R$, and attempts to explore the difference between these viewpoints. Move (10) asks for an additional belief, based on which a rule is abducted and then checked in move (12). Finally, in move (14) the agent confirms the claim of the learner’s argument. Hence, the agent derives the following viewpoint of the learner:

$$V_L \equiv \text{Viewpoint of Learner } L.$$ 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source $s_L$</th>
<th>L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Position $p_L$</td>
<td>? instance_of(VB,OOL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belief set $B_L$:</td>
<td>contain(VB, objects)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>contain(OOL, objects)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>has_property(OOL, encapsulation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argument set $\Gamma_L$:</td>
<td>has_property(VB, encapsulation) $\rightarrow$ instance_of(VB,OOL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>contain(VB, objects)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>contain(OOL, objects)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>has_property(OOL, encapsulation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>warrant$_1$:</td>
<td>$\forall X : \text{contain}(X, \text{objects} \land \text{has_property}(X, \text{encapsulation}) \Rightarrow \text{instance_of}(X, \text{OOL})$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The question mark in $p_L$ shows that $L$ is undecided about this position, and $\Gamma_L : \text{claim}_1$ indicates the condition needed for the learner to support $p_L$.

To continue the dialogue, the agent compares its own viewpoint with that of the learner. The agent’s viewpoint $V_A$ is derived from the ontology $\Omega_A$ that can be incomplete. $\Omega_A$ represents that ‘All OOL have the property of inheritance’ and ‘Java is an OOL’ but does not have information about VB apart from it being a programming language. Hence, the viewpoint of the agent $A$ is:
Similarly to \( V_L \), \( V_A \) has a question mark in \( p_A \) to indicate that \( A \) is undecided about this position. \( \Gamma_A : claim \) indicates the condition needed for the agent to support \( p_A \) and \( \Gamma_A : warrant \) shows the rule which \( A \) holds in order to derive that a programming language is object-oriented. The agent notes that the viewpoints \( V_L \) and \( V_A \) have some similarities and differences. Both \( A \) and \( L \) are undecided about the position ‘VB is OOL’ and share some common beliefs. However, \( A \) and \( L \) have built arguments that support different claims: \( \Gamma_L : claim \) and \( \Gamma_A : claim \). The agent cannot accept \( \Gamma_L : warrant \) because it contradicts with \( \Gamma_A : warrant \) and \( A \) believes that the property of inheritance is necessary. Thus, \( A \) initiates an explore-inform viewpoint game to find out whether \( L \) is aware of the property of inheritance, and if this is not the case, \( A \) employs didactic tactics to give guidance to \( L \). This is illustrated in the following dialogue:

(16) A: I disagree that IF a PL contains objects AND PL has the property of encapsulation THEN PL is a OOL.
(17) A: Let us discuss this.
(18) A: Do you think that Java is an OOL?
(19) L: Yes, I think that Java is an OOL.
(20) A: Can you tell me a property of Java other than encapsulation?
(21) L: I can’t think of anything else...
(22) A: Are you aware of the property of inheritance?
(23) L: No.
(24) A: Inheritance means that a class obtains the characteristics of its superclasses. All OOL have the property of inheritance. Java has the property of inheritance.

The agent expresses its disagreement with \( \Gamma_L : warrant \) in move (16). Instead of simply informing the learner that inheritance is a necessary property, \( A \) introduces a specialisation of the rule in \( \Gamma_A : warrant \) and checks whether \( L \) the learner can derive the need for inheritance from the specialisations with moves (18) and (20). When \( A \) discovers that \( L \) is unaware that ‘Java has inheritance’, it checks in move (22) whether \( L \) knows anything about inheritance. Because \( L \) is unaware of inheritance, \( A \) composes an explanation by combining the statements about inheritance extracted from \( \Omega_A \). This ends the dialogue game and updates \( V_L \) to include the new belief about Java. If the answer in move (23) was positive, the discussion would have continued with checking whether ‘VB has the property of inheritance’ and might have led to updating \( V_L \) or \( V_A \) accordingly.
The above example illustrates a dialogue that explores three viewpoints from a learning resource, the learner, and the tutoring agent. It also illustrate how disagreement in viewpoints can be exploited for learning about the domain. Although the agent is equipped with the domain knowledge to form a viewpoint, this viewpoint is not imposed on the learner and she is only informed of the agent’s opinion about inheritance after the viewpoint discrepancies are explored. The agent allows the learner to form her own opinion making her aware of all the relevant knowledge, and the point of view of the agent.

4 Proposed Framework

The goal of our research is to develop a computational framework for the design of a tutoring agent \( A \) capable of engaging in discussions to elicit viewpoints and explore similarities and differences between them, as illustrated in the above example. We will outline here the main architecture of our framework and will define its main components. The proposed architecture is illustrated in figure 1.

![Proposed Architecture of a Framework for Dialectic Viewpoints Handling](image)

**Interface.** We assume that both the learner and the tutoring agent are provided with an appropriate interface to compose their utterances that express dialogue moves. In line with existing computational approaches, e.g. [9, 10, 8, 2], we assume that the interaction is restricted to the use of predefined moves where each move is associated with several possible sentence openers. A set of moves and their corresponding sentence openers are illustrated in Section 3. In addition, we assume that the interface provides an appropriate way for the dialogue participants to compose the propositions of their dialogue moves, e.g.
by using structured sentences or graphical statements [2]. Hence, a move \( m \) is defined as a tuple \( m = \langle n, a, t, \varphi \rangle \), representing its unique identifier which is a number \( n \), the agent \( a \) who produces the move, the move type \( t \) that is linked to possible sentence openers, and the statement \( \varphi \). To make a statement that a proposition \( p \) is valid in a particular context \( C \) we will use the predicate \( \text{ist}(C, p) \) [11]. For instance, the first two moves in the example above express statements about the resource \( R \) and are defined as follows:

\[
m_1 = \langle 1, L, \text{informDiscuss}, \text{ist}(R, \text{instance of } (V B, OOL)) \rangle \\
m_2 = \langle 2, A, \text{questionExplore}, \text{ist}(R, \text{instance of } (V B, OOL)) \rangle
\]

**Commitment maintenance.** The beliefs of both participants derived from the dialogue are stored in commitment stores, and are used to compose the viewpoints or to plan the dialogue. Similarly to [8, 2], we employ commitment rules to establish the beliefs to which the participants of the dialogue are committed by taking into account the current dialogue move and the dialogue history. The agent’s commitments are also derived from its ontology \( \Omega_A \), see Section 3.

**Viewpoint maintenance.** The viewpoints derived from the dialogue are stored in viewpoint stores. The definition of viewpoints given in Section 3 enables us to compare two viewpoints and identify similarities and differences between them, as shown in the illustrative example above. In addition, the maintenance of viewpoints includes a set of operations over the viewpoint stores to add, delete, update, and revise viewpoints.

**Situation update.** Based on the commitment stores and the viewpoint stores, the agent obtains information about the current situation which is used for planning the dialogue and update of the existing viewpoints. Situation update is performed after each dialogue move to encounter the changes it brings. For instance, a situation can present that there are discrepancies in two viewpoints (e.g. the situation after move (15) in the example will represent that \( V_L \neq V_A \)) or that there is insufficient information about a particular viewpoint (e.g. the situation after move (3) in the example will represent that \( V_L \) is still empty).

**Dialogue management.** The dialogue is organised as a sequence of dialogue games which in turn are sequences of dialogue moves. Each game pursues a particular goal and is initiated and terminated when certain situations occur. For example, the dialogue game in moves (4)-(15) in Section 3 has the goal to explore the viewpoint \( V_L \) by following viewpoint \( V_R \), and is initiated when there is sufficient information about \( V_R \) and no information about \( V_L \). The dialogue management checks the current situation and initiates or terminates dialogue games, accordingly.

5 Conclusion

The paper proposed a dialectic approach for exploiting viewpoint discrepancies in interactive learning environments. The key characteristics of our approach are that: (a) viewpoints are composed of positions, relevant beliefs and supporting arguments; (b) incompleteness of or discrepancies between viewpoints are used
as triggers for argumentative dialogue games; (c) viewpoints represent statements valid in particular contexts, which is explored during the interaction; (d) while discrepancies and similarities between viewpoints are explored, changes in viewpoints are not imposed; (e) viewpoints are accumulated in viewpoint stores and can be shown to a learner to promote domain awareness or to a human tutor to highlight problems with learning resources or existing ontologies.

Currently, we are working on the formal description of our framework by employing argumentation dialogue frameworks based on situational calculus and dialogue games. At the same time, we are developing a Prolog-based proof of concept prototype to illustrate and validate the main definitions. The prototype uses a sample domain ontology about Programming Languages and takes as input Prolog-based definitions of dialogue moves (i.e. it assumes that the moves have been recognised). Once the framework is developed and tuned by using the prototype, we plan to deploy it in an existing educational semantic web system, e.g. OntoAIMS [2], to help learners make links between learning resources and become aware of different perspectives of content and ontologies.
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Abstract. In this paper we present an educational tool which has been designed to manage (learning) knowledge acquired from the interactions with the students, and to automatically aids educators in the complex process of course design and analysis. In the tool, only some essential learning knowledge will be translated (mapped) and provided to an automatic reasoning system, named IPSS. This system, which integrates Artificial Intelligence Planning and Scheduling, analyzes and detects problems in the current tested course, providing new solutions in form of new learning designs that can be approved (or rejected) by educators.
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1 Introduction

Most of the current Virtual Learning Environments (VLE) contain pre-fixed courses where the user navigates and learns the concepts that they have been planned for. Well known educational platforms are: First Class 1, LMS 2, WebCT 3, Moodle 4, or E-ducativa 5.

Those mentioned tools, and platforms, allow the instructors to get statistics as well as other information about the student progress. But there is still a lack of feedback among the previous users, the tool, the instructors and the future users. Among the tools that have worked in this direction we can mention the CourseVis system [11] that visualizes data from a java on-line distance course accessed through WebCT. The tool tracks the students evaluation and takes into account the instructors’ requirements. This examination has to be done manually without any tool that can assist the instructor in the decisions that have to be made. Our approach can solve some of the deficiencies of eLearning.

1 http://www.softarc.com
2 http://www.lotus.com/lotus/offering6.nsf/wdocs/homepage
3 http://www.webct.com/
4 http://moodle.org/
5 http://www.e-ducativa.com/
courses and gives automatic solutions to the improving of existing courses by taking into account student interaction with them.

On the other hand, several (eLearning) standards and guides have been proposed related to learning object metadata, student profiles, course sequencing, etc. The IEEE Learning Technology Standards Committee (LTSC, 2006) has developed the Learning Object Metadata (LOM, 2006) standard which specifies the attributes required to describe a Learning Object (LO), where a LO is defined as any entity, digital or non-digital, which can be used, re-used or referenced during technology supported learning. Relevant attributes of learning objects to be described include type of object, author, owner, terms of distribution, format, and pedagogical attributes, such as teaching or interaction style. Another specification which allows the modeling of learning processes is the Learning Design (LD) information model (IMS LD, 2006) from the IMS Global Learning consortium. A learning design (LD) is a description of a method enabling learners to attain certain learning objectives by performing certain learning activities in a certain order in the context of a certain learning environment.

LD integrates other existing specifications. Among these, it is worth mentioning the IMS Content Packaging (IMS CP, 2006), which can be used to describe a learning unit (LU). A LU can have prerequisites which specify the overall entry requirements for learners to follow that unit. In addition, a LU can have different components such as roles and activities. Roles allow the type of participant in a LU to be specified. Activities describe the actions a role has to undertake within a specified environment composed of LO. LD also integrates the IMS Simple Sequencing (IMS SS, 2006), which can be used to sequence the resources within a LO as well as the different LO and services within an environment. Content is organized into a hierarchical structure where each activity may include one or more child activities. The learning process can be described as the process of traversing the activity tree, applying the sequencing rules, to determine the activities to deliver to the learner. However, the increasing interest, and research, in educational standards makes quite difficult to reuse them with other techniques such as Artificial Intelligence based. Currently complex mapping processes are hardly programmed to adapt different aspects from the eLearning standards (LOs, metadata, etc.) into an appropriate AI-based representation (i.e. PDDL planning representation language). Our approach, tries to simplify how to deal with these knowledge using only some statistical and educational interactions among students and educators, to integrate them into a reasoning module, to show how automatic reasoning techniques (i.e. planning and scheduling) can be used.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a brief description about the related Artificial Intelligence techniques used. Next, Section 3 describes the learning tool developed to interact and test the educational courses. Then, Section 4 shows both how the integration among the AI reasoning system, and the educational system, has been done and provides a simple execution example. Finally, Section 5 shows the main conclusions and future work of the paper.
2 Automatic Reasoning in VLE

Although, the initial approach that we have followed in [4] integrates the ipss [12] system in an adaptive (deployed) learning tool, named TANGOW [5]. TANGOW requires tasks and rules. The tasks define the units in the learning process, the rules specify the way of organizing tasks in the course along with information about the task execution (order among tasks, free task selection, prerequisites among tasks, etc.). However, in this work our main motivation is the study of the reasoning techniques to manage, and deal, with the educational problems, for this reason the approach presented in this paper does not need to define rules, since the new tool (CAMOU) does not perform any individual adaptation but the course per se. The new system is used for advising and fault detection and it is based on the statistic results of the students to replan the whole course.

2.1 Brief Introduction to AI Planning & Scheduling Techniques

In the last decades Artificial Intelligence (AI) Planning and Scheduling (P&S) has become a successful, and widely used techniques. It allows us to generate a sequence of activities that achieves a set of goals having in mind the time and resources available.

These techniques have been applied with success in different real (and complex) environments such as, Industry, Robotics, Space missions or Information Retrieval. Traditionally, there is a clear subdivision of techniques and roles that belong to Planning and Scheduling. Planning [2] generates a plan (sequence or parallelization of activities) such that it achieves a set of goals given an initial state and satisfying a set of domain constraints represented in operators schemas. In Scheduling systems, activities are organized along the time line having in mind the resources available. Scheduling has to face the problem of organizing tasks in time. The problem is to locate a set of tasks in time, each task needing one or several resources during its execution. Nowadays it is being an increasing interest to integrate AI P&S because of real domains needs. From this perspective, by combining them the weaknesses of both areas can be solved. In this direction, ipss [12] has been built. Other approaches that have followed this approach are O-PLAN-2 [14], IxTeT [1] or EUROPA [8]. Using a high level description, the inputs to those kind of systems are:

- **Domain theory**: the STRIPS representation originally proposed by Fikes and Nilsson is one of the most widely used alternatives [7]. In the STRIPS representation, a world state is represented by a set of logical formulae, the conjunction of which is intended to describe the given state. Actions are represented by so-called operators. An operator consists of pre-conditions (conditions that must be true to allow the action execution), and post-conditions or effects (usually constituted of an add list and a delete list). The add list specifies the set of formulae that are true in the resulting state while the delete list specifies the set of formulae that are no longer true and must be deleted from the description of the state.
- **Problem**: is described in terms of an initial state and goals. Those states are represented by a logical formula that specifies a situation for which one is looking for a solution.

As output, the planner generates a plan with the sequence (linear or parallel) of operators that achieves a state (from the initial state) that satisfies the goals.

For scheduling systems, many techniques used in this area come from the Operational Research (OR) area [13] (i.e., branch and bound, simulated annealing or Lagrangian relaxation). Lately, Constraint Satisfaction (CSP) [6] has been applied to the different scheduling problems with very good results. A CSP problem has inputs:

- A set of variables.
- A set of domains values containing the possible values for the corresponding variable.
- A set of constraints for the variables.

The output of scheduling systems is a values assignment that fulfills all the constraints in the variables.

As a result of the integration, they generate as an output a plan or set of plans (if a solution exists) time and resource consistent. A plan can be seen as a sequence of operator applications (learning activities) with a specific duration that can lead from the initial state to a state in which the goals are reached with the resources available (i.e., educators available).

In educational environments several works to automatically generate courses based on pedagogical tasks and methods has been performed. For instance, in [15] an AI hierarchical task network (HTN) planner called JSHOP [10] which assembles learning objects retrieved from one or several repositories to create a whole course has been used. The learning objects are linked by taking into account the user knowledge information and the learning goals that the user should achieve. Our approach not only can link learning objects, but also schedule them along a period of time and consider previous student results to generate different LDs.

### 2.2 Integrating Planning and Scheduling: IPSS

The IPSS system is divided in two blocks as shown in Figure 1. The Plan Reasoner (IPSS-P) composed of an heuristic planner and an a deorder algorithm [3]. The deorder algorithm transforms the sequence of activities given by the planner (Total Order plan) into a parallelization of activities, eliminating the inneccesary precedence constraints (Partial Order plan). And the Scheduler reasoner (IPSS-S), is represented as a Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) partitioned in two sub-problems. A basic Ground-CSP to reason on temporal constraints and a Meta-CSP to reason on resource constraints. Like that, IPSS is able to manage not only simple precedence constraints, but also more complex temporal requirements and multicapacity resource usage/consumption.
Then, the reasoning is subdivided in two levels. The planner focuses on the actions selection (possibly in the optimisation of some quality metric different than time-resource usage), and the scheduler on the time and resource assignments. During the search process, every time the planner chooses to apply an operator, it consults the scheduler for the time and resource consistency. If the resource-time reasoner finds the plan inconsistent, then the planner backtracks. If not, the operator gets applied, and search continues until a solution is found.

Fig. 1. Planning IPSS architecture.

3 Statistical course redesign based on planning techniques: CAMOU

Using our previous experience, we have designed and implemented a new learning tool which facilitates the definition of LDs and the acquisition of student interactions, both kind of data are later translated to be automatically analyzed by IPSS. The tool, named CAMOU, has been implemented using the following modules (Figure 2):

- **Learning Design Generation Module.** It allows (educators) to manage all the activities related to LDs generation and monitoring (i.e. create a new LD, modify, delete, or listing the stored LD), Figure 3 shows some screenshots of these functionalities, they can be summarized as follows:
  - *Learning Design management.* It allows to define the information related with a particular LD stored in the system (Figure 3 a) and b)), i.e. number of educators, groups...
  - *Unit of Learning management.* It is used to define the Unit of Learning (UL), and their associated pedagogical contents that defines the course. We use a meta-data representation, that can be used by other elements in our system (i.e. IPSS planner) to reason with the stored information (Figure 4 a) and b)). It is quite interesting to remark that some metadata information related to the maximum and minimum duration for each UL should be provided by the educator (later this information will be used by the reasoner).
1- Learning Design Generation Module:
   - Learning Design management
   - Unit of Learning management
   - Dependencies management

2- Students & Educators Management Module:
   - Educators management
   - Student management

3- Exams & Tests Module:
   - Question generation module
   - Answers generation module
   - Exams & test management

4- Statistical Module:
   - Exams & Test statistics
   - Group & Students statistics
   - Questions statistics

Fig. 2. CAMOU Architecture.

Fig. 3. a) LD listing; b) LD meta-data modification

- Dependencies management. This submodule allows to define (or modify) two different kind of dependencies (weak and strong) between the different UL that defines the course (Figure 5 a) and b).

- Students & Educators Management Module. This is module allows (using several Web interfaces) to manage the main actors in the system, educators and students. Figure 6 shows both how a particular educator is registry in the system, and the current list of students for a particular course.

- Exams & Tests Module. This module allows the educator to generate (modify or delete) both the questions and the related answers that will be used to make the exams and tests to our students. This module incorporates meta-data information related with both UL and LD. Figure 7 shows (a) several
questions and their UL related that have been created and stored in the system, and (b) how a new question is generated in the system.

– Statistical Module. Finally, this module generates a set of classical statistical values for different issues: groups, questions and persons. Figure 8 shows (a) several statistical results for each group, and (b) the statistics for each question.

4 How is the integration between CAMOU and IPSS done?

In this section we show the process that students and educators follow for a particular course, i.e. a \LaTeX{} course [9]. We present this example to illustrate
how the integration is done. The first step is to define all the information about the units that are part of the course and associate to them the contents and exercises. This task will be done by the educators using the Learning Design Generation Module described on previous section.

Figure 9 shows the different units and subunits that compose the course, and some annotations such as the minimum and maximum duration, the priority or the complexity. The tool checks that the total course duration (known as a makespan in AI terminology) is equal to the sum of the units and subunits. If there is an inconsistency, a message is presented to the educator before the automatic module can be run.

Another information that we should provide is the dependencies (i.e. weak and strong). All this information is needed in order to translate it into IPSS. Units
1- Introduction (priority = 3, duration (2,4,6) Complexity = very low):
   1.1- History
   1.2- Components

2- Structure of a Document (priority = 8, duration (7,10,13) Complexity = medium):

3- Basic Formatting Tools (priority = 4, duration (3,4,5) Complexity = medium):

4- The Layout of the page (priority = 5, duration (6,8,10) Complexity = high):
   5.1- Tabbing
   5.2- array
   5.3- supertab and longtable
   5.4- Applications

5- Tabular Material (priority = 6, duration (12,14,16) Complexity = high):
   5.1- Tabbing
   5.2- array
   5.3- supertab and longtable
   5.4- Applications

6- Mastering Floats (priority = 4, duration (6,8,10) Complexity = high):

with weak dependencies could be eliminated from the course in case some other units require more duration. IPSS will decide based on the dependencies, the minimum and maximum duration, and the priority. The units with high priority and weak dependencies are less probable to be eliminated than the units with low priority and weak dependencies. The base priority, that makes IPSS to decide which units can be part of the course or not, should be provided by the educators for a complete description).

Once the educators have introduced all the information, the students can start using the tool. It is now up to the educators to evaluate the student’s knowledge and psychological model. This test that can be performed through the tool, will allow the educators to define and know the student profile. Actually, when a student starts a course, the student previous knowledge is uncertain and the educator does not know what can be the main difficulties that he/she has
to face with. Thanks to the new Information Technologies and well made tests, this information can be known almost immediately and it can automatically be translated into the initial state of a planning problem and the preconditions of the operators.

At the beginning all the students will start the course with the first unit of learning: "Introduction". IPSs will assign to the course the minimum time duration that the educator has decided, due to the low priority and complexity values. Until now, there are not many options for the scheduler to plan for different solutions.

After one or several units, let us suppose that an exam is planned. The students are now in the "Tabular Material" unit of learning, and thanks to the tests, we have a personalized knowledge of the weak points of the already learnt subunits.

From the results we can know that 70% of the students have failed the "array" sub-unit. Then, a failure in the Learning Design (LD) has been detected. This information is saved for the future LD revisions. In this situation, the pedagogical responsible can decide to add more examples to this subunit, what implies the increase in the minimum, medium and maximum duration time. This increase of time in one of the modules will produce a reduction in other modules in order to keep consistency with the global course duration (deadline). And in more drastic cases, to eliminate one (or several) subunit(s). That decision will be made automatically by IPSs, but it is the responsibility of the pedagogue to check the consistency from the pedagogical point of view.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we have described both, a simple tool (CAMOU) that has been designed to manage educational knowledge acquired from the interactions with the students, and how it can be integrated with an automated reasoning system (IPSS) to help educators in the complex process of course design. Although there exist some current eLearning standards (i.e. IMS, LOM or SCORM) widely used by the e-Learning community, when these standards are combined, or integrated, with other techniques (i.e. Artificial Intelligence) it can be quite hard to represent, translate and manage the stored knowledge due the complexity of those standards. Our approach tries to simplify how to deal with this knowledge using only some statistical and educational interactions among students and educators, and integrate them into a reasoning module.

The CAMOU tool only uses some essential learning knowledge that is translated (mapped) and given to IPSS. Using only these knowledge we are trying to minimize the bias in the translation/mapping process, because if we try to map all the eLearning knowledge, possibly important semantic and syntactic knowledge will be missing by the reasoning system.
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Abstract. Current modeling approaches in the field of learning and work resemble the notion of workflows and hence fall short in describing the situated and socially mediated nature of practices. Against this background the paper describes an alternative modeling approach as well as its theoretical foundation and practical implications. As this paper rethinks the epistemological foundation of modeling socio-technical systems, the approach goes beyond specifying specific concepts and relations and addresses the meta-level of modeling. The cultural historical activity theory as well as the theory of social systems work as the theoretical foundation.
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1 Introduction

The formal description of socio-technical systems as well as learning processes has attracted attention among researchers and developers in recent years and has resulted in a couple of specifications focusing on individual as well as collaborative processes of learning and working. The explicit and formal representation of such processes is relevant for diverse reasons. Besides their technical and economic relevance they also provide an important communicative tool for designers as they allow to share experiences and to coordinate activities among those involved in the design and development process. Furthermore they are of interest for scientists as they provide a frame of reference for the analysis and comparison of different scenarios. While current modeling languages such as e.g. IMS Learning Design [8] overcome the problem of de-contextualized objects by describing the use of these objects within a unit of study, they resemble traditional workflow models and hence reproduce the problem of contextualization on a higher level, as the unit of study is again de-contextualized. Even though these approaches acknowledge the complex nature of situated processes they are reductive in the sense that they equal the processes with the sum of the activities entailed. Thereby the situated and socially mediated character of human action is neglected. Against this background this paper outlines an alternative modeling approach which draws on activity-theoretical as well as systemic theories to depict practices. The formal concept of role types is used to represent the systemic nature of activity and its situatedness adequately. The paper is structured as
follows: Key assumptions of the cultural-historical activity theory as well as the theory of social systems are introduced to outline the underlying rationale of the modeling approach. Referring to the theoretical foundation the modeling approach is developed step by step. Finally the practical implications of the modeling approach are discussed.

2 The Concept of Practice

The concept of practice can be defined as the ways of doing work, grounded in tradition and shared by a group of workers [4]. In general it has to be distinguished between practices as implemented by a specific group of people (e.g. the way a particular lecture is given at a particular university) and practices as prototypical conceptualizations of a certain activity within a broader community (e.g. the way lectures are given usually). While the concept of practice can basically be defined as a customary way of doing things, it seems worthwhile to have a closer look at this concept from a theoretical point of view. Theories this work is founded in are the activity theory and the theory of social systems. The following is a list of key-assumption on human activity and social systems, which is based on activity-theoretical and system-theoretical (systemic) considerations. A more detailed and extended outline of these key assumptions is given in [2].

2.1 Key Assumptions of Activity Theory

Activity theory is a powerful philosophical framework and descriptive tool focusing on understanding human activity and work practices. It is based upon the anthropological and psychological theory of Leontjew [11] and Vygotsky [19].

(1) Human activity is object-oriented, i.e. it is directed towards a physical or conceptual object that is manipulated or transformed by the activity. It is the object of activity and not the goal that allows distinguishing different activities from one another. (2) Activities are always mediated by tools and signs, which are constitutive elements of the activity. Tools and signs are mediators which range from material tools over less tangible artifacts like plans and spreadsheets to scientific theories and languages. Tools capture and preserve the socially shared knowledge developed in a given community and mediate the subjects’ relation with the object of the activity as well as with other human beings [11], [16]. (3) Activities are shaped by contextual conditions and circumstances. The subject has to continuously adapt its actions and operations to external events and circumstances. As a consequence human activity is guided but not predefined and determined by the plans of those engaged in the activity [3]. The variability of contextual conditions and circumstances inevitably results in a variation of the way the activity is carried out and can result in the evolution of the activity system if improper variations are selected and proper variations stabilized [14]. (4) The relationship between subjects, objects, and tools is reciprocal. These elements are mutually interdependent, which means that a change in one of them will inevitably alter the other ones. In this sense the constituents of an activity form a system where each component is defined in relation to the other.
components. (5) Activities are hierarchically structured. According to [11] three levels of activities can be distinguished, namely collective activities which are carried out on a communal level often involving multiple actors, actions that are performed by a single subject to achieve a certain goal relevant to the collective activity, and operations in the form of fine grained automated routines. But even though activities are structured hierarchically the relation between operations and actions as well as actions and activities is not an additive one [11]. Therefore it is not possible to simply decompose an activity into a set of actions. (6) Activities are never static but evolve when contradictions or tensions emerge between the elements in an activity system. Human activity whether carried out by an individual or collectively cannot be detached from its social context as its meaning is bound to its interpretation within a collective.

2.2 Key Assumptions of the Theory of Social Systems

The Theory of Social Systems is a descriptive framework presenting a system-centered view. It is a non-prescriptive meta-theory. [20] characterizes this theory as universal regarding domains and disciplines as many disciplines are confronted with similar problems, e.g. the problem of increasing complexity, which can not be reduced to simple categories and principles. A comprehensive introduction into the Theory of Social Systems is given by [20] and [9]; the foundational work is Social Systems [10]. Here only few key assumptions are presented.

(1) Personal systems as well as social systems are meaning processing systems as they process information by constructing meaning. A social system is not equivalent with the group of people in the system, but it is of different quality. Personal systems and social systems reduce environmental complexity by processing environmental complexity selectively. Thus, inner and outer complexity is different. Systems organize their inner complexity and reduce contextual (environmental) complexity.

(2) The Theory of Social Systems is a descriptive framework which describes the world in terms of systems, drawing the difference system/environment, whereas in object-oriented modeling objects and categories are defined. The central paradigm of recent system theory is 'system and environment'. The concepts of function and functional analysis no longer refer to 'the system' (...) but to the relationship between system and environment. (...) This leads to a radical de-ontologizing of objects as such (...) [10]. The difference system/environment is not an ontological but an epistemological. (3) Systems are closed and self-regulated. Within a system, elements generate each other reciprocally, e.g. in listening, the audience creates the speaker and vice versa. An entity, such as a person (personal system) does not belong to a social system but to its environment [10]. This means, a person (and any other entity/type) does not belong to a system for all intents and purposes but in some respect, filling a specific role [20]. For example: The person Peter and the person John belong to the environment of the system family. Only Peter filling the role son and John filling the role father, belong to the system. A system can not determine another, e.g. a personal system can not determine a social system.
3 Modeling Practices as Coherent Social Systems

This section outlines a modeling approach for modeling socio-technical systems. The approach draws on the concept of practice and refers to activity systems as coherent social systems. As this paper rethinks the epistemological foundation of modeling socio-technical systems, the approach goes beyond specifying specific concepts and relations and addresses the meta-level of modeling. The (meta-) modeling approach is based on three major inputs: (1) distinguishing the meta-level categories natural type from role type to distinguish between an object and its role within a specific context [7], [17], (2) introducing a system-centered perspective to model a system of elements which reciprocally generate each other, and (3) integrating basic assumptions of activity theory in order to overcome shortcomings of workflow models which work as means-end-models. The structure of this section is as follows: First a basic comprehension of the formal terms natural type and role type is given, based on the work [6], [7], and [17]. Then, a system-centered (systemic) perspective is delineated, modeling socio-technical systems as coherent social systems [1]. Finally the meta-model of the system-centered role-based modeling approach, which reflects an activity-theoretical and system-centered perspective, is presented.

3.1 Meta-Level Categories Natural Type and Role Type

In the context of knowledge representation, meta-level categories are categories used to model the world, such as concept, property, state, role, attribute, and relation. Within this work, distinguishing the meta-level category natural type from role type is crucial, based on [7] who provides an ontological distinction. This distinction is based on the meta-properties identity and rigidity (table 1). [18] states that the definition of natural types matches the class construct of object-oriented modeling, as the definition of classes is outside the context of any relationships, and the instances keep their types for their lifetimes (identity). A type is a natural type if belonging to the type is independent of being engaged in a relationship (except for, perhaps, a whole-part relation) and if an object cannot leave the extension of the type without losing its identity. [18]. Natural types relevant in modeling socio-technical systems and (knowledge) practices are e.g. person and artifact (such as technology, services, information asset). Person here represents any meaning processing system (e.g. a group, an organization; according to [10]). The category of role type is as fundamental in object-oriented modeling as the category of natural types, classes, and relations [17]. Due to the fact that usually no difference is made between the concepts of natural types and role types, the concept of role types is relatively unknown. The concept of types normally represents both: natural types and role types. Due to a synopsis prepared by [17] the concept of role type does not play a role in most formal languages, including the logics (cp. modeling and the formal grounding of maths by Frege, 1848-1925), while it plays a major role in linguistics and semantics [5]: In linguistics there is a common theory of formal languages, integrating the role type as fundamental concept complementing the concepts of predicates and objects.
The difference between role types and natural types is in its contents. Syntax allows to work without distinguishing the concepts - but, semantically many problems arise from not drawing the difference between the concepts [17]. Husserl introduces the quality of Fundierung (en: foundation), cp. [17]. [6] (in the context of knowledge representation) specifies semantical and ontological rigidity. A concept is founded if none of its instances can exist alone: Each instance is related to another instance. A concept is semantically or ontologically rigid if an instance can not join and leave the extension of the concept without loosing its identity. If x has the property of being an apple, it cannot lose this property without losing its identity (...). This observation goes back to Aristotelian essentialism (...). [7], [6] founds the concept of role type as an ontological concept and gives a formal definition assigning two conditions. Role types are those concepts which are founded and not semantically rigid. Natural types are those concepts which are semantically rigid and not founded. According to [7], the meta-property rigidity means: A property P is rigid if, for each x, if P(x) is true in one possible world, then it is also true in all possible worlds. Person and location are rigid, while student and tall are not. A role type specifies the behavior within a context - a behavior is a contract or relationship between two entities. A role type implies a specific relationship between instances filling the role. Role types require the instance to have an identity apart from its role type. Natural types do not imply a specific relationship with other types (except for whole-part relations). Natural types grant an instance its identity. The concept of role types allows describing the function an object fills within a specific context. [17] states that the standardization of the term role (role type) in modeling complements the meta-level categories type and relation. Instances of types can fill roles. The classical dichotomy type/relation is extended to the trilogy type/role/relation. [17] works out practical implications for its integration in object-oriented modeling and its representation in the modeling language UML ([13]). Introducing the concept of role types into object-oriented modeling makes possible dynamic modeling approaches. Role types are dependent from relations and context. Each instance of a certain natural type can fill different role types, called polymorphism [17]. Role types and natural types (in the context of object-oriented modeling [17] refers to natural types as classes) are interconnected by the supports relationship, specifying which classes support which roles [17]. The role type specifies the behavior instances of a natural type must provide in order to be able to fill the role. How the behavior is achieved is left up to the classes that support it. It depends on the classes’ properties and qualities whether its instances can fill a role or not.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Natural Type</th>
<th>Role Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Static</td>
<td>Dynamic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantically rigid: An instance of a class once and forever belongs to that class. It cannot change it without loosing its identity. Owned by the classes.</td>
<td>Not semantically rigid. Instances of natural types can fill, adopt and leave a role without loosing their identity [6].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not founded</td>
<td>Founded. Role types are defined by context and relation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Integrating the concept of role types in UML, the notation for role types must be specified. [17] recommends using the lollipop-notation, which in UML represents
interfaces. In the following UML diagrams a rectangle indicates a natural type, a circle indicates a role type (fig. 2). The UML diagram specifies role types the instance of a natural type can fill. In specifying metadata, it is necessary to distinguish between static attributes (such as Dublin Core and vCard attributes), which are based on the natural type of a resource, and context- or role-dependent attributes which are based on the role type a resource fills. Natural types such as information assets and persons have context-independent static attributes. These static attributes are independent from the role a resource fills. Regarding an information asset, static attributes are taken from Dublin Core (Dublin Core Metadata Initiative, 2004). Persons are annotated with vCard attributes like vcard:FN (full name) and vcard:EMAIL. Besides static attributes, context-specific role-based attributes are attached to resources. Role-based attributes are specified according to a specific context.

Fig. 2. Notation in UML. Man is a natural type, father is a role type. The role father can be adopted and dropped by instances of the class man. An instance of the natural type slide fills the role type problem statement. Not distinguishing the natural type from the role type mixes the resource and its function/role within a specific context (as e.g. in LOM’s category Learning Resource Type).

The System-Centered Perspective - Modeling Coherent Social Systems

[7], [17] define the meta-level category role type as a binary relation. A role type is defined by its relation to another role type. In this section we complement this definition by a system-centered perspective and define the concept of role type as n-ary relation. We refer to role types as role and to natural types as type.

Roles within a system are related. They generate each other, as elements within an activity system generate each other reciprocally. For person related roles this means for example: there is no accused without a complainant, no father without a son or daughter. A person (natural type) filling a role within a system has expectations towards the other persons filling roles. The accused has specific expectations towards the judge. An instance of a natural type fills a role as soon as it moves into the system. In case of the natural type person, the concept of role types is intuitively understood (fig. 3). But also further natural types such as information asset (e.g. a picture), behavior, technology, service, etc. fill roles within diverse systems (fig. 4). In the same way activities are related and generated by one another within the system. Within the legal system (which serves as an example here) the type picture does not
exist. But a picture which fills the role indication does exist in the legal system. This means: as soon as someone hands in a picture the judge will bring it into the system as indication (the picture filling the role indication) - or refuses to do so. Only filling the role indication (or another) the picture is part of the system. The same with the role evidence: only as the judge accepts an asset as evidence it becomes part of the system. It is not part of the system per se, but filling the role evidence. Types do not belong to a system but to its environment [10]. An instance of the natural type person which fills the role accused in the legal system fills the role father in the system family, each with specific intents, aspects, and purposes. Modeling coherent social systems, this work argues that roles are arbitrary n-ary relations. This is different from the definition of a role as a binary relation [7]. Whereas [7] interprets an unary predicate as a concept (class) and a binary predicate as a role, this work assumes a role as n-ary predicate. The relation father-son is insufficiently described by a binary relation as in a system the relation father-son is entirely affected by any other role represented in the system e.g. the role mother. The absence of an instance filling the role mother entirely affects the relation father-son.

Fig. 3. A person (natural types) filling roles within different systems.

Fig. 4. A picture (natural types) filling roles within different systems.

Modeling an activity system requires a further level of abstraction as it has a (theoretical) foundation and underlying rationale (e.g. the concept of Bildung or the concept of situated learning). This foundation conceptualizes the system but is not formalized. The underlying rationale of the system is reflected by the meta-type in M2 (meta-level 2, fig. 5). The meta-meta-level category meta-type is crucial in modeling socio technical systems, as there always is an underlying rationale which is not formalized. The meta-type reflects central issues/culture/identity of the activity system.
The role-based modeling approach allows modeling a natural type filling different roles within different activity systems. Tim, an instance of the natural type person, fills the role manager at workplace and the role learner within the executive MBA program. Interoperability between the activity systems and different contexts is given via the natural type. First, a set of role types and natural types is specified. Then, the roles are related. Typically the natural types filling roles are related in a cause-and-effect chain, forming a process-oriented workflow model. In the context of learning this means, a subject performs an activity to reach a predefined goal (cp. e.g. [8]). Learning is assumed to result from a chain of actions. Such a model would oversimplify learning for several reasons, cp. [14]. To avoid this, this work models action as an n-ary relation and action and activity are modeled on different levels of emergence (fig. 6). Thus the modeling approach addresses several key assumptions of Activity Theory and the Theory of Social Systems: (1) learning is contextualized, (2) activities can not be de-composed to several actions without loss of information - the relation between operations and actions as well as actions and activities is not an additive one, (3) the elements of a system generate each other, (4) learning can not be reduced to a chain of actions - it is not possible to simply decompose learning into a set of actions, (5) social systems are meaning processing systems - the difference between a social system and a group of persons is not a quantitative but a qualitative one. A final example might illustrate this: Taking into account Leontjew’s [11] concept of activities, actions and operations, one and the same action is capable to be a component of different activities. An activity can not be decomposed to the actions it contains without loosing information. The action of reading is different depending on the activity the learner carries out (reading a problem statement in a setting of knowledge creation learning, or reading out loud in a setting of instructional design, e.g.).
Fig. 6. The meta-model of a system-centered role-based modeling approach. According to activity theory and the theory of social systems, the elements within a system generate each other. Changing one element within the system also effects all the others.

4 Practical Relevance

The aim of this section is to elaborate on the practical implications of the meta-model introduced before. Thereby it is important to note that the model described so far is a meta-model providing the semantics but not the syntax of a respective modeling language. The aim is to demonstrate the general implications of the meta-model proposed. In order to do so, several concrete modeling problems related to learning and education will be discussed.

4.1 Decomposition of activities

The problem of decomposition of activities directly relates to the relationship between activities and actions. The question at stake is whether an activity can be broken down into a set of interrelated actions without loss of information. Common modeling languages such as the Unified Modeling Language [13], the Business Process Modeling Notation [12] and IMS Learning Design [8] are build on the assumption
that such a decomposition is possible and hence equate the sequence of actions with the respective activity. Nevertheless this is problematic not only from a theoretical but also form a practical point of view. Given that the assumption would be true it would follow that the sequence of actions including the actors, artifacts and tools used would suffice to describe an activity. Consequently it would be possible to compare two activities by comparing the actions entailed. For example the IMS-LD Best Practice Guide [8] describes a problem based learning scenario as an arrangement of 17 actions, implying that differences between pedagogical scenarios are due to the organization of actions entailed. From this point of view it would not make a difference whether the students would have to solve a well- or ill-structured problem, whether it is a theoretical or practical problem, or whether there is a real customer interested in the outcome or not. All these differences cannot be modeled adequately and therefore result in misleading or even wrong comparisons across pedagogical scenarios in particular and practices in general. On the other hand, the meta-model introduced here can handle these differences as it models activities as entities of their own, which cannot be decomposed.

4.2 Equivalence of actions and its components

Another problem relates to the comparability of actions and its components, i.e. the question whether two actions are equivalent or not. From the practical point of view this question is of interest with regard to the modification of a pedagogical design or the implementation of a given design in another context. Both modification and re-implementation require knowing the constituting elements of the original solution in order to modify or transfer them intentionally. Modeling language that do not distinguish between role- and type-based attributes of the objects involved, such as the ones mentioned above, run into trouble when it comes to the equivalence of actions and its components. The problem is that they either generalize to natural-classes or that they mix up role- and type-based attributes. In both cases the misleading conclusions might be implied. For example in a given pedagogical design the students might be administered a multiple-choice test in order to assess their understanding of the topics addressed in the course. The aim of the multiple-choice test in this case is to provide an overall feedback whether the students understood the core concepts or if remedial activities are required. When modifying or adapting the pedagogical design it might become relevant to replace the multiple-choice test by another instrument and hence to know what is equivalent to this test. In case one generalizes to the natural-class the static attributes of the test, namely that it is a multiple-choice test focused on domain specific topics comes to the fore while its particular purpose is dropped. Consequently the test might be replaced by another test which is not designed to provide formative but summative information on students’ performance. Even if no such generalization is made, it still remains unclear which attributes of the test are relevant and which not and hence might lead to the false conclusion that it is important to use a multiple-choice test while in fact any other instrument providing feedback on students understanding would be suitable.
**Coupling of actions**

The last problem to be discussed here relates to the modeling of interrelations between actions. Following the idea of hierarchical decomposition most of the current modeling languages treat activities and actions as self-contained entities related to other activities and actions via respective pre- and post-conditions. Consequently activities and actions are either organized sequentially or in parallel, while in the later case no direct dependency exists between the actions while being carried out. While these approach allows to depict the overall flow of actions and activities it ignores the fact that actions or activities are often coupled via the persons involved and the artifacts used. In other cases two actions might have to be coupled in order to work correctly. Even though giving a lecture and listening to the lecturer can be decomposed into two distinct actions the coupling of these actions is essential for the overall outcome. The mutual dependency of synchronous actions or activities is of vital importance for understanding the mode of operation. While these dependencies cannot be described adequately when action and activities are treated as self-contained entities, the meta-model introduced here overcomes this problem by allowing a person or artifact to fill different roles in the context of different actions and hence to couple them explicitly.

Further work is to be done in specifying a modeling language which is based on the meta-model presented in this paper. Modeling languages are needed to describe practices and socio technical systems in the field of computer-supported collaborative learning and computer-supported cooperative work.
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1 Introduction

Among the main issues of future technology-enhanced learning systems, we can mention the following ones: the ability to reuse learning resources (learning objects, tools and services) from large repositories, to take into account the context and to allow dynamic adaptation to different learners based on substantial advances in pedagogical theories and knowledge models [2]. We are interested in technology-enhanced learning systems using a problem-based learning approach, represented by scenarios. In our framework, the goal of scenarios is to describe the learning and tutoring activities to acquire some knowledge domain (for instance physics) and know-how to solve a particular problem. A scenario may depend on several dimensions which describes different learning situations (in some way): the learning
domain (course topic), the learner (his know-how and knowledge levels), the
tutor/teacher, the learning and tutoring activities (their typology, organization and
coordination), the activity distribution among learners, teachers and computers, the
learning “procedures” according to a particular school / institution / university and the
didactical/pedagogical environment. In order to deal with the broadest range of
learning situations, it is necessary to design adaptive learning systems which have the
ability to take into account these dimensions. Nevertheless, research on the learning
scenario models leads to the standardization of pedagogical approaches - for instance
IMS LD [3]. These models require authors/teachers to produce generic and standard
models which are neutral on a pedagogical and/or didactical point of view [4]. For
instance, learner and tutor activities and adaptation cannot be sufficiently
accommodated. It is not possible to specify the management of knowledge and know-
how levels of the learners according to the knowledge domain and the context. In
other words, these scenario models are unable to deal with the different dimensions
previously introduced.

The main contribution of this paper is an adaptive and context-aware model of
scenario based on a didactical theory and closely related to a domain model, a learner
model, a context model. These models represent the different dimensions and are
acquired from: i) the know-how and real practices of teachers in a problem-based
learning approach in a particular framework: an institution IUFM¹, different
categories of probationary teachers, a course about “the air as gas in its static and
dynamic aspects: properties, theory and applications”; ii) the theory in didactic
anthropology of knowledge of Chevallard [1]; iii) a hierarchical task model. A co-
design methodology has been used to articulate teacher real practices, the Chevallard
theory and the hierarchical task model to define the different models [5]. The
hierarchical task model enables us to define the learning and tutoring activities, the
activity distribution among learners, teachers and computers and also to transpose the
main concepts of the Chevallard theory. The context model implements the didactical
environment acquired from the Chevallard theory and the teacher real practices and
know-how.

First of all, we briefly present the MODALES project in which our research takes
place. Secondly, we present the main contributions of the didactic anthropology of
knowledge of Chevallard theory in the acquisition teacher real practices and know-
how. Thirdly, the computer-based model of scenario is presented and detailed.
Finally, the conclusion highlights the main results of this study and point out the next
research issues.

2. The MODALES Project

The MODALES project is aimed at designing an adaptive learning system for
probationary teachers, based on real practices and teacher know-how. The course
topic is about “the air as gas in its static and dynamic aspects: properties, theory and
applications” for different categories of learners. They are probationary teachers:

¹ IUFM : Institut Universitaire de Formation des Maîtres
primary school teachers (called PE for “professeur des Ecoles” and secondary school 
teachers (called PLC for “professeur des Lycées et Collèges”: earth/biology sciences 
and physics. The teachers are considered as experts in education. In MODALES, 
scenarios may change according to the following features: i) the category of learners 
having intra and inter category variability; ii) the available resources from different 
domains - physics, didactic and epistemology - which can be determined by teachers 
iii) distance or face-to-face activity according to learner needs, learning policy and 
didactical environment constraints iv) the sharing of activities between teachers, 
learners and computers according to learner needs and learning policies. The main 
issue is to design a generic scenario which can deal with the broadest range of 
learning situations (from a computer science viewpoint).

3. Acquisition of teacher practices and know-how

Firstly, several scenarios based on a common learning scenario $P_o$ (whose variables 
are learners, the expert teacher and the available resources) were built [6]. 
Secondly, we use the theory in didactic anthropology of knowledge of Chevallard 
to go further [6]. The praxeology system $(T/\tau/\theta/\Theta)$ of the Chevallard theory enables 
us to acquire the scenario model and the didactical environment. According to 
Chevallard, teacher and learner activities can be described in terms of types of tasks 
$T_c$ achieved by techniques $\tau$ which may be recursively achieved by subtasks $T_c'$. Thus, 
a Task/Technique system $(T/\tau)$ has a hierarchical structure. This hierarchical structure 
$(T/\tau)$ defines a know-how that leans on an environment composed of a technology $\theta$ 
discourse that justifies and explains techniques) and a theory $\Theta$ justifying and 
highlighting the technology. In other words, a Task/Technique system $(T/\tau)$ describes 
a type of problem $(T)$ to solve and the technique $(\tau)$ describes how to solve it $(T)$. 

We can observe six different moments in the didactical organization [1]: i) the first 
encounter with the type of tasks $T_c$ (M1); ii) the exploration of the type of tasks $T_c$ 
and the construction of techniques $\tau$ (M2); iii) the technique work that improves the 
technique and makes it more efficient (M3); iv) the construction of a Technology/Theory related to technique $(T/\tau)$ (M4) v) the institutionalization of the 
system $(T/\tau/\theta/\Theta)$ by the teacher (M5); vi) the evaluation (M6) (cf. Figure 1). For a 
given technique, a task can be decomposed into sub-tasks which are achieved 
according to specified operators. At present, three different operators are used: 
sequence, alternative and parallel. 

Moreover, the scenario analysis shows different categories of learning and tutoring 
tasks, organized at different levels of the task hierarchy: scenario, phase, moment, 
learning task, routine task and tutoring task. A scenario is generally composed two 
phases: 1) Phase 1: construction of professional references for teaching (cf.figure1), 
2) Phase 2: development of a training sequence implemented in classrooms. 

The adaptation of scenarios leads to choose the relevant technique according to the 
learners and the didactical environment. According to the Task/Technique system, the 
choice can be done by the computer, the learner or the teacher. The selection of the 
relevant technique depends on the following properties: the Task/Technique system, 
the learner category (PE, PLC, type of PLC, etc.), the learner curriculum and the
didactical environment. From the Chevallard theory and the teacher real practices and know-how, we define the didactical environment as follows: type of classrooms (virtual classroom, scientific laboratory with or without computers and/or with or without internet access, associated CITI: tools (chat, email, forum, etc.), technical instruments (thermometer, barometer, etc.), resources (documents, experiments, etc.) and face to face or at distance.

Figure 1. Description of the phase 1 for a PE learner.

First of all, we explain how the learner and the technique properties are used to choose the relevant technique in a given didactical environment. Secondly, we detail the different roles of the didactical environment features.

To illustrate the Chevallard’s theory and its concepts, we choose a particular case study for a PE learner in which we detail the task “phase 1” composed of several sub-tasks. Some of them have alternative techniques. We assume the learner states for the concepts “P”, “V” and “T” are “acquired” (otherwise more techniques must be added and consist of sub-tasks dedicated to the acquisition of the corresponding knowledge).

The course topic is about “the air as gas in its static and dynamic aspects: properties, theory and applications”. In the Chevallard framework, the considered theory is thermodynamics. In physics, theories can be “evaluated” by means of different laws. In our case, it is the Boyle-Mariotte law which is represented as follows (PV/T = K) for PE Learners. The knowledge domain is composed of the thermodynamic theory, the corresponding laws, the related concepts (Pressure P, Volume V, and Temperature T) and their relationships. To deal with the learner knowledge and know-how levels, the knowledge domain entities (theories, laws, concepts and relationships) and the type of tasks may have three different states: “not acquired”, “in progress”, “acquired”. For a given type of task, the state “not acquired”, correspond to the moment M1 and the states “in progress” and “acquired” correspond respectively to the moment M2 and M3. After a successful evaluation task, a teacher or the computer can update the learner know-how and knowledge levels for some domain entities and for a task, for instance from “in progress” to “acquired” if the corresponding know-how is considered as acquired.

In Figure 1, several techniques are annotated with the knowledge and know-how levels: the prerequisite and outcome states of the learner. When it is the first encounter of the type of task "experiments on proof system", the corresponding
learner state is “not acquired”. Thus, the relevant technique is “Technique 1”. After a successful evaluation sub-task, his outcome state will be “in progress” for the task. When the learner state for the type of task “experiments on proof system” is “in progress”, the relevant technique is “Technique 2”. After a successful evaluation sub-task, his outcome state will be “acquired” for the task. If the evaluation task fails, a remediation task is used (not described in figure 1). The type of task “experiments on proof system” can be worked several times a year in different modules about astronomy, thermodynamic, etc. in physics. Thus, the relevant technique may change according to the moment at which the type of task “experiments on proof system” is worked in a particular module. Thus, several alternatives are provided for a given type of task.

From the didactical environment, we firstly explain the role of the technical instruments. An historical and epistemological analysis of several historical and didactical situations shows that laws in physics are tested by means of technical instruments [7]; For instance, the technical instruments could be a thermometer and a barometer or a simulation tool. Thus, the learners must have or acquire know-how to use these technical instruments to solve the problem related to the task “phase 1”. Whether the learner state for these tasks “temperature and pressure measurements” are “not acquired” or “in progress”, the relevant technique must have the corresponding prerequisite states and must consist of sub-tasks dedicated to the acquisition of the corresponding know-how.

The “face to face” or “at distance” feature change the Task/Technique system and the activity distribution among learners, teachers and computers. It is the same for the type of classrooms and the CITT tools. Moreover, some specific know-how may be assumed (internet access and information gathering, forum, chat, etc.) to achieve communication tasks or information retrieval tasks. Thus, such know-how must be routine tasks or at least acquired. Otherwise, it is necessary to have sub-tasks to acquire such know-how.

In conclusion, we show that, it is necessary to describe the different techniques according to the learner and the didactical environment features to be able to choose the relevant technique.

4. Adaptive and context-aware model of scenarios

From the acquisition of teacher real practices by means of the Chevallard theory, the didactic-based scenario model is transposed into a computer-based hierarchical task model. Firstly, we describe and justify the transposition of the Task/Technique systems and their hierarchical structure. Secondly, we analyze the representation of the typology of learning and tutoring activities. Finally, we show how the adaptation is formalized according to parameters describing the learner, the context.

Teaching and learning activities of scenarios have been described in terms of type of tasks $T_c$ and techniques $\tau$. The type of tasks $T_c$ describes the teaching and learning activities, while techniques $\tau$ describe a way of achieving the types of task $T_c$. We transpose the resulting Task/Technique system $(T_c/\tau)$ in the task/method paradigm of the hierarchical task model. Therefore, we can represent in these model, the Task/Technique system $(T_c/\tau)$ of Chevallard [1] fitted with its hierarchical structure.
and didactics properties describing scenarios while we preserve its initial properties and semantics.

Several research studies in AI focus on the hierarchical task model using the tasks/method paradigm [8-12]. The mechanism of hierarchical and recursive decomposition of a problem into sub-problems is one of the basic characteristics of the hierarchical task model [8-12]. The hierarchical task model consists of abstract and atomic tasks and methods. In a particular task, a method represents the various ways of achieving this task. A method describes the decomposition of its task into sub-tasks. The execution of these sub-tasks is done through a control structure which is composed of the following operators: sequence, parallel, choice. Their respective specifications are quite the same as those of ‘seq’, ‘par’ and ‘alt’ presented in the paragraph 3. Thus, an abstract task can be broken down into abstract or atomic sub tasks through its associated methods. An atomic task is not composed of sub-tasks. It can be achieved by a simple procedure – for instance, an information retrieval process, a particular human computer interaction, etc. The task/method paradigm has respectively a semantic and a hierarchical structure similar to those of the Task/Technique systems (Tc/τ) of Chevallard. Moreover, we have to refine the task and method concepts of our model (specialization) to take into account adaptation and sharing of activities.

The typology of tasks of our computer-based model identifies the various types of tasks Tc which compose the scenarios described in paragraph 3: scenario, phase, moment, learning tasks, routine tasks, tutoring tasks.

These types of tasks are transposed in the computer-based model and are respectively named «ScenarioTasks», «PhaseTasks», «MomentTasks», «LearningTasks», «RoutineTasks», «RoutineTasks». One of the main criteria of the formalization of tasks is their atomic character or not - respectively abstract or not. The tasks «ScenarioTasks», «PhaseTasks», «MomentTasks», «RoutineTasks» are represented by abstract tasks since a scenario consists of two phases which are broken down into moments while each moment consists of learning tasks, routine tasks, and/or tutoring tasks. Tasks «LearningTasks» are also represented as abstract tasks, because they represent a Task/Technique system which can be broken down into others sub Task/Technique systems. Tasks «RoutineTasks» are only composed of atomic tasks. The tasks «TutoringTask» are atomic tasks. They correspond to tutoring activities of the teacher or of the computer system. In both cases, these tasks are seen as “simple procedures”.

From the Chevallard theory viewpoint, the relevant technique must be selected according to the current learner and the didactical environment. From a computer-based viewpoint, the adaptation process can be viewed as the selection of the relevant method which represents the Chevallard concept of techniques. It aims at a dynamic selection of the relevant methods according to the context and the current learner. The know-how and knowledge levels of the learner are represented by an overlay model [13] associated to the learner model as described in the paragraph 3.

The context model represents the didactic environment as described in the paragraph 3. It is described by the type of classroom in which the learning activities will take place, the associated CITT tools and devices, a list of technical instruments which are a subset of those in the domain, “face-to-face” or “at distance”. The domain
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model consists of the thermodynamic theory, the corresponding laws, the related concepts and their relationships. The learner is described by his curriculum, his category (PE, PLC, type of PLC, etc.) and his knowledge and know-how levels (an overlay model): a set of states (“not_acquired”, “in_progress”, “acquired”) for some domain entities and know-how (tasks). These states are assigned to the learner and are updated.

The context, learner and domain models will be represented by means of ontologies within SCARCE (SemantiC and Adaptive Retrieval and Composition Engine) environment [14]. The adaptation process in SCARCE consists of two stages: firstly, resources are evaluated and classified in one equivalence class according to class membership rules. In this paper, we only need two equivalence classes (“good” and “bad”); secondly, one adaptation technique is chosen for the current learner (annotation, hiding, sorting, direct guidance, etc.). All methods, belonging to the class “good”, are selected for the learner. The membership rules define necessary and sufficient conditions to belong to an equivalence class. Rules are declarative predicates using context, learner and method features (which are binary relationships).

Thus, let $T_a$ be a task, $C_i$ be a context, $L$ be a learner, $SL$ the current set of states describing the knowledge and know-how levels of $L$. The adaptation process is as follows:

1) If $SL$ does not have a state for the task $T_a$, the corresponding state is added to $SL$ with value: $SL.T_a = “not_acquired”$ (the task $T_a$ does not be worked).
2) Membership rules: all methods of $T_a$ for which the context and the learner features match up to the corresponding method features (or “belong to” for multiple-valued features) belong to the class “good” and others belong to the class “bad”.
3) If the class “good” is empty, it is considered as a problematic situation and required a teacher action to remediate or to provide a new method and context adapted to the learner and the task $T_a$. Otherwise, all methods, belonging to the class “good”, can be provided to the learner.

5. Conclusion

The design of technology-enhanced learning systems must be considered as a transdisciplinary problem requiring the integration of different scientific approaches - from computer science, didactic, education, etc. It is also necessary to take into account real practices of teachers. We propose an adaptive and context-aware model of scenario based on a didactical theory and closely related to a domain model, a learner model, a context model. The properties of the model presented in this paper have been acquired by means of a co-design methodology in which the real practices of teachers, knowledge and know-how are acquired by means of the theory in didactic anthropology of knowledge. Nevertheless, the model is not finished. At present, we only manage one category of adaptation. In other word, we need to continue the co-design process in order to precise the other adaptation categories and to refine the different models.
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Abstract. This paper presents an authoring tool that supports the specification of different collaborative activities and the configuration of collaborative graphical editors to be incorporated in dynamically generated collaborative workspaces. This tool allows teachers to reusing existing elements and multimedia material, and also saves them from learning the details about the underlying software. Collaborative workspaces are dynamically generated at run-time to support the accomplishment of collaborative activities by students. These activities can be incorporated into adaptive context-based learning environments, such as CoMoLE, which proposes each student the most suitable individual and collaborative activities according to her personal features, needs and context at each time, and supports their accomplishment.
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1 Motivation

The number of people that uses mobile devices to connect to the Internet from different places is exponentially increasing. This fact has motivated the development of mobile learning environments in which students can access to different learning resources and accomplish different activities though diverse devices [1][2][3]. User context (device, location, available time) can influence the accomplishment of learning activities. It would be inappropriate to propose complex collaborative activities to students when they have not a suitable device to accomplish them (i.e. if they are using their PDA or mobile phone), when they have not enough available time, or when their partner/s are not connected at the same time, in the case of synchronous collaborative ones. Context-based adaptation techniques support the
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selection of the most suitable activities according to the current user’s context in mobile learning environments [4].

Regarding collaborative learning [5], during the last years many collaborative tools and systems have emerged, such as the one described in [6] for Computer Programming Learning. A selection of systems supporting collaborative learning interaction management is presented in [7]. Concerning adaptation in CSCL, some works have been done, such as [8] [9] or [10].

Designing and developing collaborative learning environments is not an easy task. Focusing on synchronous collaborative editors, it is a fact that, on the one hand, managing issues such as synchronism or concurrency is pretty hard. On the other hand, describing collaborative activities in terms of computer software, organising the work groups, as well as developing the multimedia materials to be used for task accomplishment (not only those used by the teachers to illustrate the activity, but those used by the students to represent the solution) also requires a lot of effort. For these reasons, we consider convenient to provide solutions that: i) are transparent to teachers regarding low-level collaborative issues, and ii) gives them the possibility of either creating or reusing already defined activities, text wordings, multimedia elements, icons to be used during the collaboration, etc., and including them in the graphical editor. In this way, they do not need to start from the scratch when specifying new collaborative workspaces, but can take advantage of elements stored. Furthermore, taking into account that maybe not all the activities are suitable of being accomplished by every user at each time (because of the user context), it would be more appropriate to generate different collaborative workspaces and to select the activities to be tackled according to their current context.

The work presented in this paper focuses on helping teachers to specify different collaborative activities to be performed through dynamically generated workspaces that include collaborative graphical editors. Our main goal is to support, on the one hand, design and specification of collaborative workspaces including graphical editors by non technical experts and, on the other hand, dynamic generation of these workspaces starting from the teachers’ descriptions, taking into consideration the students connected at a certain time and their context.

This paper is structured as follows: the bases of our approach are presented in section 2. The authoring tool developed to support the specification of collaborative workspaces and the reuse of activities and multimedia materials is described in section 3. Dynamic generation of collaborative workspaces is explained in section 4. And, finally, conclusions and future work are presented in section 5.

2 The Approach

The main goal of the approach presented in this paper is to support: i) dynamic generation of collaborative workspaces in which activities are performed through collaborative graphical editors, and ii) the realization of the most suitable collaborative activities through the graphical editors. These editors are created once at design time and configured at runtime according to the activities to be supported. The purpose is to support the generation of editors with specific icons to build a solution
for a certain problem (i.e., if the problem consists of building a logical circuit, the icons to be used to represent the solution to the problem will be logical gates with linkers to connect them). The collaborative editor toolbar is made up of elements, as well as links to mark the relationships between them. With the purpose of supporting the creation of this type of editors, an authoring tool has been developed. An application to support dynamic workspace generation has been implemented too.

The authoring tool helps teachers to specify the activities to be accomplished through collaborative graphical editors, as well as to describe the editor features. When creating a new activity, teachers must: i) provide the wording that describes the activity and ii) specify the features of the collaborative graphical editor to be offered to the students to support their collaborative work. Teachers can reuse, insert, modify or delete each of these elements, create workgroups and, in such a way, create different collaborative workspaces.

When collaborative activities have been described through the authoring tool, different collaborative workspaces are dynamically generated for each student at each time. The application developed generates each workspace starting from its description and also from the information about both the students that want to interact through it and the activities in which they are involved. The collaborative workspace presented to each student includes a list with the collaborative activities to be performed by her. When she selects one of them, the workspace is modified accordingly, in order to provide the corresponding collaborative graphical editor, which includes the activity wording, the icons to be inserted by the students in the shared work area to compose the solution and the shared work area itself. Next, the details of authoring tool and the dynamic generation of workspaces are explained.

3 Authoring Tool

The authoring tool is focused on helping teachers to define collaborative activities to be proposed to students when interacting with context-based adaptive environments. These activities, that will be selected according to the user’s context at each time (device, available time, location), will be accomplished through collaborative graphical editors. The activities can be related among them, giving rise to sets of activities related to a certain subject.

A collaborative activity is defined by its attributes: i) name; ii) short description; iii) wording describing the activity, specifying the problem to be solved by students or the activity to be done; iv) icons to be used when performing the collaborative activity (images or pictures representing elements and linkers between them, to be included into the shared work area by the students to represent the solution of the problem); and v) deadline, indicating when the collaborative activity should be finished.

Teachers can take different actions though the authoring tool, such as adding, changing and removing elements (activities, problem wordings, icons, students and workgroups). When using this tool, they must choose between creating a new set of activities and managing an existing one. In the following subsections, the actions to be performed in order to create a new set of activities are explained in detail.
3.1 Defining Sets of Collaborative Activities

When a teacher wants to propose a new set of collaborative activities to the students, she must create a new set, in which she can define several topics. Each topic can contain one or more collaborative activities. In order to create a new collaborative activity, the teacher must select the corresponding set and topic, and provide both the wording of the problem to be solved and the components to be used for representing its solution in the configurable collaborative graphical editor (icons). When creating an activity, the teacher must give value to its attributes through the corresponding interface. The number of components to be used in each activity can vary. The teacher must either provide new icons/images or select them from those stored in the system (used in previous activities and uploaded by any teacher previously).

When a new activity has been created, the authoring tool gives the teacher the opportunity of managing and interacting with it by: i) modifying the activity wording and the icons/images associated with it, ii) deleting collaborative activities, and, more interesting, iii) simulating the collaborative workspaces that will be dynamically built.

In figure 1, a snapshot of the authoring tool is presented. In the left half of the interface it is shown how the teacher creates new collaborative activities. As it can be seen, three activities have been defined. The first one, Logical Circuits with AND, OR and NOT gates, (the active one at this time) has four icons associated. Three of them correspond to logical gates. The fourth represents a linker to be used to connect logical gates. The buttons situated at the bottom of the interface allow teachers to adding and deleting activities to the list. The buttons at the upper left-hand side of the page allow teachers to accessing to the main menu, as well as to adding new icons to the active activity.

3.2 Collaborative Workgroups

The next step of the design phase consists of specifying the workgroups involved in the different activities. For instance, let us suppose that a teacher creates three different collaborative activities (Actv1, Actv2 and Actv3) for three students (St1, St2 and St3). Activity Actv1 will be proposed to students St1 and St3. Activity Actv2 will be performed by students St1 and St2. And activity Actv3 will be accomplished by all the students. In this situation, student St1 will be involved in the three collaborative activities, while students St2 and St3 will be proposed with two different activities from the three activities belonging to the same set. The workspaces to be generated at runtime will contain the corresponding list of pending activities for each user.

It is also possible to associate diverse roles to students in each workgroup. In this application, two roles have been defined: team-leader and regular-member of the group. If a student has the team-leader role associated in a certain activity, he has the privilege to mark this activity as finished. A student can be team-leader in a certain group and regular-member in other workgroups. If homogeneous groups are desired, the team-leader role can be associated to all the group members. In the low right-hand side of figure 1, a snapshot of the workgroup creation interface is shown (over the main interface snapshot).
Although groups are currently formed by teachers, automatic-grouping mechanisms can also be incorporated, such as those developed previously [10], in which different grouping criteria can be used [11].

![Fig. 1. Authoring tool: editing and monitoring](image)

4 Dynamic Generation of Collaborative Workspaces

Once collaborative activities have been defined and workgroups have been established, students can start to accomplish the activities in which they are involved. When a student accesses to the application that supports the accomplishment of collaborative graphical activities, a workspace is dynamically generated. This workspace is composed by five areas (see figure 2), each of them containing:

- List of the collaborative activities to be performed by this student, presented in area (see (1) in figure 2).
- Statement or wording of the activity selected by the student, presented in area (2).
- Shared working area with the collaborative graphical editor, placed in the main area (3 in figure 2).
- Toolbar, including components (icons and images, representing elements and linkers) to be used for composing the solution of the collaborative activity. Other
icons, such as hand-icon, resize-icon and close-icon, are also included in this bar to allow the student to, respectively, moving, resizing or deleting elements and linkers in/from the collaborative workspace. For team leaders, the finish-icon is also included to allow them finishing the collaborative activity. All the components are part of the toolbar on the left side of the collaborative workspace (④ in figure 2).

− Finally, information messages sent by the application to connected users are presented at the bottom of the interface, in area ⑤.

Fig. 2. Example of Collaborative Workspace Generated

Initially, the information presented in this page (problem wording and components to be used) is related to the first activity of the list of student pending activities. If the student wants to work in another activity, he must choose it from the list of activities presented in area ①. Then, the wording of the problem selected is presented in area ②, the icons related to this activity are presented in area ⑥, and the current state of the activity is loaded in the main area of the interface in the collaborative shared work area ⑦.

This application manages all the actions performed by students in different workspaces, and stores the state of the shared work area for each activity and workgroup each time a change is made. When a student moves from one activity to other, the application checks the current state of the second task and presents it to the student, including the work developed by all the members of the same workgroup until that precise moment.
When performing a collaborative activity, students can take the following actions: i) inserting a new element in the collaborative workspace, ii) selecting, moving or resizing one element from those already included in the shared work area, or iii) deleting one of the elements already included in the shared area.

The results of each action are immediately shown to all the group members. Students connected to the application receive feedback about both the actions performed by their partners and their connection status in the message area, situated at the bottom of the page (see area ③ in figure 2).

Team leaders can annotate an activity as finished by clicking on the finish-button. When taking this action, all the group members receive a message in area ④ and a popup window is opened to inform them that the task is finishing within five minutes, since a new and close deadline has been established by the team leader. When this period of time passes, the activity is marked as finished and no member of the group can modify the solution to this problem. Apart from team leaders, teachers can also decide the ending of activities. They can also take other actions such as monitoring the students’ actions, looking at the content of the shared work area or generating a PDF file with the evolution and result of each activity (see right-hand side of the tool main interface in figure 1).

Figure 2 shows an example of a collaborative workspace generated for a student who plays the team-leader role in activity Logic Circuits for AND, OR and NOT gates. As it can be seen, the problem statement related to the first activity, is shown in area number ②. Icons representing logical gates are available in the tool bar, as well as icons to move, resize or delete components (area ⑥). As this student is the team-leader, the finish-button is also included. In the main area (number ⑦), the current state of the activity is shown. At the bottom of the page (area ⑩), the messages of the interaction with other members appear.

The implementation of the authoring tool and the application to support dynamic workspace generation is Java based. A specific package has been developed to control concurrence; it models the producer-consumer problem and implements the reader-writer problem when two students are interacting at the same time. Library iText has been used in order to support the generation of PDF files from the information stored about the solutions provided by the students. The content of these PDF files can be evaluated by teachers.

5 Conclusions

The work presented in this paper supports design and dynamic generation of collaborative workspaces including configurable graphical collaborative editors to support the realization of different collaborative activities in different contexts.

The authoring tool described in the paper helps teachers to create collaborative activities in an easy way by supporting both the configuration of graphical editors to be used for each activity and the reuse of multimedia material associated to previous collaborative activities (problem wordings and graphical elements), reducing the time teachers spend in this labor and also saving them from learning the details about the underlying software.
The activities designed through this authoring tool can be incorporated into CoMoLE [12], a context-based adaptive mobile learning environment able to recommend the most suitable individual and collaborative activities to be accomplished by each student at each time according to her preferences, needs and, particularly, context at that time (location, available time and devices). Regarding the adaptation of collaborative activities, it is possible to adapt the problem or activity proposed, as well as the collaborative workspace to work on, according not only to the student context but also to, i.e., her preferences or learning style.
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Abstract. ADAPTAPlan project provides dynamic assistance to support the author in developing instructional design tasks which are included in learning design templates generated in terms of user modelling, planning and machine learning techniques, and making a pervasive use of educational specifications (IMS family) and standards (IEEE-LOM, ISO PNP). In this paper we describe how these standards and specifications are linked to support the dynamic modelling. Three types of user characteristics are considered in order to generate adaptation: i) Felder learning styles, ii) the knowledge level based on Bloom’s Taxonomy and iii) collaborative competency levels. The modelling is performed in ADA+, a multi-agent architecture that applies collaborative filtering, machine learning and fuzzy logic techniques on the learners’ interactions to support the development of personalised learning paths and to generate dynamic recommendations to be provided during the course execution.
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1 Introduction

ADAPTAPlan project provides dynamic assistance to authors to support the authoring of instructional design tasks in terms of learning design templates generated with user modelling, planning and machine learning techniques and making a pervasive use of educational specifications and standards. The purpose is to reduce the design effort, which is proven as a major bottleneck in adaptive standard-based learning management systems that support the full life cycle of eLearning [1]. Current educational specifications assume an ideal design scenario where all required elements can be managed at design time. Nevertheless, diverse issues makes
unaffordable to design in advance all possible situations: a) learners’ performance, b) synchronization and temporization issues, c) evolving learners’ needs and preferences, d) adaptation process sustainable over time, e) pedagogical requirements affected by runtime adaptations, f) dynamic modelling.

To cope with these issues, ADAPTAPlan approach relies on a pervasive use of educational specifications and asks the author to add semantic on those elements that the author has traditionally defined (e.g., materials, learners, competences, objectives, ...) and exempts him/her from describing alternative learning routes for different types of learners according to their features [2]. In turn, a planning engine takes as input the information provided by the author and the user model dynamically built from the learner’s interactions to generate a personalized Unit of Learning (UoL) described in terms of IMS Learning Design specification [3]. ADA+ multi-agent architecture is used to build the user model and provide the dynamic support to learners. It applies collaborative filtering, machine learning and fuzzy logic techniques on the learners’ interactions to support the development of personalised learning paths and to generate dynamic recommendations to be provided during the course execution. Details are given elsewhere [4].

2 Educational Specifications and Standards

Specifications describe in a precise, complete and verifiable way the requirements, design and behaviour of a system [5]. If they pass a validation process, they become standards.

To support design time adaptations and improve accessibility, reusability and maintenance in the ADAPTAPlan project we are using in an intensive way the specifications generated by the IMS Global Learning Consortium. In particular, IMS Learner Information Profile (IMS-LIP) [6], IMS Access For All (IMS-AccLIP) [7], IMS Question and Test Interoperability (IMS-QTI) [8], IMS Learning Design (IMS-LD) [9], IMS Reusable Definition of Competency or Educational Objective (IMS-RDCEO) [10], IMS Content Packaging (IMS-CP) [11] and IMS Metadata (IMS-MD) [12]. The later is superseded by IEEE LOM standard [13]. Furthermore, ISO standard on Individualized Adaptability and Accessibility in e-Learning, Education and Training (Personal Needs and Preferences), which is derived from IMS Access For All, will be considered when it is publicly available1. Each of them focuses on specific functions in the design and execution of the learning process in the context of a virtual learning environment.

IMS-LIP provides the general framework to define the general user characteristic, such as identification, goals, certification and licenses, acquired competencies, interests, etc. It can be linked to other specifications like IMS-RDCEO, which define the user competences.

IMS-AccLIP is an extension of IMS-LIP that considers the users preference regarding accessibility. IMS-AccLIP modifies the <accessibility> element in IMS-

LIP, by removing the `<disability>` element and by addition of the `<AccessForAll>` element in this label. This new element considers information about how the materials are displayed, how the learner interacts with the system and the learner’s preference about the content.

IMS-QTI uses the ASI model (Assessment-Section-Item) to define reusable evaluations. These evaluations and its parts can be interchange between different kinds of systems.

IMS-LD formalizes the design of a learning process in a Unit of Learning (UoL). The specification defines three levels of detail. Level A offers the necessary vocabulary to express a general learning process. It considers the definition of different user roles in the process (e.g. teacher and learner), the creation of activities composed by scenarios or environments and the utilization of learning objects in these environments. The second level, level B, adds the possibility of defining conditions based in properties about the individual user or roles. Finally, the level C allows the definition of a notification mechanism between roles.

IMS-LD can be linked from the `<environment>` element to IMS-QTI specifications. The evaluations are considered resources in IMS-LD. Moreover, the properties in IMS-LD can refer to attributes of the IMS-LIP or IMS-AccLIP specifications. Thus, it facilitates personalisation at course level or assessment level.

IMS RDCEO is a minimalist but extensible-based XML data model to define competencies or learning objectives. With this model it is possible to achieve a clear definition of competencies. It does not adjust to any particular curricular model and depending of the author different characteristic elements of the competency can be considered. Each UoL in a LD refers to objectives that can be associated to an IMS-RDCEO competence definition.

Additional to the above specifications, we are also using IEEE LOM standard / IMS-MD specification to characterize the learning objects and IMS-CP specification to generate or import packages with different kind of resources, such as courses and evaluations.

3. User characteristics for Adaptation

Three user characteristics are considered in ADAPTAPlan project [3] in order to generate adaptation: 1) Felder Learning Styles [14], the Knowledge Level based on Bloom’s Taxonomy [15] and the Collaborative Competency Levels [16].

In [4] we introduced how we are managing the learning styles in the project. We have defined clusters for each of the 4 Felder’s dimensions (Input, Processing, Understanding and Perception) in order to clearly separate the preference of different students. Table 1 shows how the clusters are assigned for the Perception dimension.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLUSTER</th>
<th>VALUES</th>
<th>STYLE DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Balanced</td>
<td>1s, 3s, -3i, -1i</td>
<td>Sensitive / Intuitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderated</td>
<td>5s, 7s, -7i, -5i</td>
<td>Sensitive / Intuitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>9s, 11s, -9i, -11i</td>
<td>Sensitive / Intuitive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The user’s knowledge model is based in the Bloom Taxonomy [15]. It considers six levels of knowledge (Knowledge, Understanding, Application, Analysis, Synthesis and Evaluation). The student acquires these levels through the learning process by the study of the learning objects for the subjects of the course and the performance of the associated activities. The knowledge is the main element of a competency (although not the only one) since it influences the adequate performance of a person in a specific context. For this reason, we relate the student knowledge with a level of a specific competency.

Finally, we consider the six Collaborative Competency Levels defined in [16] (see table 2). We decide to separate this type of competency because it defines important aspects in the collaborative and cooperative behavior of the student. We are interested in modelling these user characteristics in order to establishing their relation with the success of the learning process.

**Table 2. Level for the Collaborative Competency Table**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEVEL</th>
<th>OBJECTIVE</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Participative_Learner</td>
<td>Interacts frequently in the course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Non_Colaborative_Learner</td>
<td>Behaves as if there are no collaboration facilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Comunicative_Learner</td>
<td>Shares information with other learners using the available communication tools.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>With_iniciative_Learner</td>
<td>Starts the proposed activities without waiting for other student’s contributions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Insightful_Learner</td>
<td>Makes contributions and comments on activities from other learners that later receive high scores.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Useful_Learner</td>
<td>Makes comments and contributions that are considered by other learners.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These competency levels have to be promoted for each student. Monitoring their achievement by the system can facilitate the generation of recommendations to encourage collaboration when needed.

Now that we have defined the learners’ characteristics used for the adaptation, it is necessary to establish the relationship between these characteristics and the attributes in each of specifications mentioned above, which we are using to model the learning process (see table 3).

**Table 3. User characteristics vs. IMS-LIP and IMS-RDCEO Specifications.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>USERS CHARACTERISTICS</th>
<th>LIP – RDCEO SPECIFICATIONS ELEMENTS</th>
<th>POSSIBILITIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FELDER STYLES LEARNING</td>
<td>accessibility.preference.typename.tyvalue accessibility.preference.prefcode</td>
<td>- Learner_Style_Processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Learner_Style_Understanding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Learner_Style_Perception</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Learner_Style_Entry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLLABORATION COMPETENCY LEVELS</td>
<td>IMS – RDCEO Rdceoidentifier Rdceo.statatement.statemenntname Rdceo.statatement.statenmentoken</td>
<td>- Participative_Learner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Non_Colaborative_Learner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Comunicative_Learner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- With_iniciative_Learner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Insightful_Learner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Useful_Learner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNOWLEDGE COMPETENCY LEVEL</td>
<td>IMS – LIP Lip.competency.contentype.referential.indexid Lip.competency.exreference</td>
<td>- Novice_Level (Bloom Knowledge and Comprehension Levels)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Mean_Level (Bloom Application Analysis and Synthesis Levels)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Expert_Level (Bloom Evaluation Level)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The learning styles are linked to the `<preference>` element in IMS-LIP, which “it can be used to describe the physical environment required, the input/output technology required and also the learning styles that best suit the individual” [6]. For each learner there are four instances of this element, one by each dimension of Felder theory. The attribute `prefcode` stores the value of the dimension (balanced, moderate or strong). The learning styles are obtained from Felder Test [14].

The definition of the competencies is performed using the IMS-RDCEO specification. For each competency, an identifier is defined. In the `<statement>` element, specifically in `statementtoken`, the level of the competency is established. These values are dynamically generated through the analysis of learner interactions with the learning objects and activities and the evaluations results. Each competency is also referred in the `<competency>` element present in IMS-LIP.

In the table 4 examples of these definitions are presented.

**Table 4. Examples of elements definitions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>USERS CHARACTERISTICS</th>
<th>LIP – RDCEO SPECIFICATIONS ELEMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FELDER LEARNING STYLES</td>
<td><code>accessibility.preference.typename:tyvalue= Learner_Style_Processing</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><code>accessibility.preference.prefcode=visual.strong</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPETENCIES</td>
<td><code>rdceo.statement.statementname = collaborative competency</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><code>rdceo.statement.statementtoken = Participative_Learner</code></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**4. Adaptation generation in ADAPTAPlan**

Adaptation in ADAPTAPlan is two fold. On the one hand, it consists in the generation of personalized learning routes in IMS-LD adjusted to the users’ characteristics. On the other hand, dynamic recommendations to learners are provided during the course execution. In this paper we focus on the first one.

The personalized learning routes are generated by the planning engine [3]. The system should identify the adequate learning objects, collaborative tasks and evaluations in order to present them to a particular learner. For these reason, it is necessary to define the following set of properties in the IMS-LD:

- Four global and personal properties to model Felder’s learning style for each learner. These properties are related to the IMS-LIP attributes defined in Table 4.
- Six local and personal properties to model the different knowledge levels. These properties are related to a specific knowledge body and to the level of competency.
- Six global and personal properties to model collaborative competency level.

The values of these properties constitute the input for the planner to generate a learning route adjusted to the user preferences and their characteristics. However, this process is only possible if there is an explicit relationship between the users characteristics and the different kinds of resources and activities associated to the learning design [17,18]. If the resources are characterized with metadata, rules can be applied to assign the resources to the activities in the UoL. In particular, IEEE LOM is used to characterize the learning objects. In Table 5, we present the relationship between the different Felder’s dimensions for the learning style and the metadata attributes of the learning objects. This information facilitates the automatic generation
of environments in the UoL selecting the appropriate learning objects for each particular learner. An appropriate learning object is one which addresses at least one characteristics of the specific user.

In the case of the knowledge level, each IMS-QTI evaluation is related to a specific concept of the knowledge body and to a specific knowledge level through its associated metadata. Each learning object addresses a specific level of knowledge, too. In this way, the evaluation process updates the knowledge properties in the UoL. Depending on the values of these properties, the learning objects are selected.

The collaborative competency levels are obtained by monitoring the learners’ behaviour and their interactions in the system. This task is done by ADA+ multi-agent systems.

Table 5. Relating Users Characteristics with specifications attributes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LIP</th>
<th>LOM Attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Learner_Style_Processing (Sequential - Global)</td>
<td>Learning Resource Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learner_Style_Perception (Intuitive - Sensitive)</td>
<td>- Exercise (Active,Intuitive,Verbal, Sequential)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learner_Style_Understanding (Active - Reflective)</td>
<td>- Simulation (Active,Sensitive,Visual)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learner_Style_Entry (Visual - Verbal)</td>
<td>- Questionnaire (Active, Verbal, Sequential)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learner_Style_Understanding (Active - Reflective)</td>
<td>- Diagram (Visual, Global, Intuitive)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format (are free defined). It can be:</td>
<td>- Figure (Visual, Global,Sensitive)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Text (Reflective, Intuitive,Verbal, Sequential)</td>
<td>- Graph (Visual, Global,Sensitive)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Multimedia (Sensitive, Visual)</td>
<td>- Index (Global,Verbal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Graphics (Sensitive, Visual, Global)</td>
<td>- Slide (Verbal, Sequential)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Movies (Sensitive, Visual)</td>
<td>- Table (Global, Sensitive)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Sound (Sensitive, Verbal,Sequential )</td>
<td>- Narrative text (Verbal,Reflective,Intuitive)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactivity Type</td>
<td>- Exam (Active,)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Active</td>
<td>- Experiment (Active,Sensitive)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Simulation, questionnaires, exercises, problems</td>
<td>- Problem statement (Active, Sensitive,Verbal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Expositive</td>
<td>- Self assessment (Active, Sequential)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Hypertext, video, graphics and audio</td>
<td>- Lecture (Verbal,Reflective,Intuitive)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density of Semantic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Very Low (Intuitive)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Low (Intuitive)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Medium (Sensitive)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- High (Sensitive)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Very High (Sensitive)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Very Easy (Knowledge Level)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Easy (Comprehension Level)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Medium (Application Level)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Difficult (Analysis and Synthesis Level)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Very difficult (Evaluation Level)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some rules to define what learning objects are presented to each learner are described in Table 6.
### Table 6. Rules to assign learning objects to learner’s features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>USER FEATURES</th>
<th>RULES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FELDER LEARNING STYLE</td>
<td>IF accessibility.preference.typename.tyvalue = Learner_Style_Entry AND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>accessibility.preference.prefcode = A THEN lom.format = Graphics,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Multimedia, Movies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IF accessibility.preference.typename.tyvalue = Learner_Style_Processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AND accessibility.preference.prefcode = A THEN lom.learning.resource.type =</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>exercise, simulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNOWLEDGE LEVEL</td>
<td>IF locpers-property.title=&quot; Knowledge_Variable&quot; and locpers-property.value &gt; 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>THEN Rdceo.statement.statementtoken.value = Expert_Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IF locpers-property.title=&quot; Knowledge_Variable&quot; and locpers-property.value &lt; 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>THEN Rdceo.statement.statementtoken.value = Novate_Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Now,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IF Rdceo.statement.statementtoken.value = Expert_Level THEN lom.difficulty =</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>difficult, very_difficult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IF Rdceo.statement.statementtoken.value = Novate_Level THEN lom.difficulty =</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>easy, very_easy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5. Conclusions

Having in mind a general approach to provide design time and run time adaptations in open and standard-based virtual learning environments [1] in this paper we focused on design issues. More specifically, our approach supports current educational specifications (IMS family) and has been integrated in dotLRN LMS through a web services interface. In this way, interoperability and extensibility is guaranteed.

In this paper we defined the user characteristics required to generate adaptations according to learning styles, knowledge level and collaborative competences. Furthermore, we described the mechanism to link together those features with learning objects and resources to be integrated in the final learning design specification.

Our approach supports different educational specifications and standards in order to generate different kinds of adaptations and is intended to lessen the workload of the authoring process directing authors’ attention to those elements they are used to manage and control in learning scenarios, like the specification of learning activities, temporal restrictions, evaluations, and not so much on a thorough description of alternative learning routes for different types of learners according to their features, which in any case are strongly dependent on learners’ interactions and their evolution over time.

To date we have been exploring the application of this approach to several courses. First, a course on How to teach through the Internet taught in the on-going education program at UNED from year 2000. Second, an Object Oriented Programming Course (OOPC) developed in the Shaboo Project [19]. Our initial experiences has shown that course authors are much more predisposed to provide this set of information via a web-based interface rather than defining the whole IMS-LD design.
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